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CHARACTERS
Present Day
Olivia (Chinese American, F, 20s)
Hae-Won (Korean American, F, 20s)
Analyn (Filipino American, F, 20s)
Nathan (Chinese American, M, 20s)
Suyin (Chinese American, F, middle-age)

1969
Sally (Chinese American, F, 20s)
Bong-Cha (Korean American, F, 20s)
Grace (Filipino American, F, 20s)
Fai (Chinese American, M, 20s)
Mahalia (Filipino American, F, middle-age)

Doubling
Olivia doubles with Sally. Hae-Won doubles with Bong-Cha. Analyn doubles with Grace.
Nathan doubles with Fai. Suyin doubles with Mahalia.

TIME & PLACE
A Chinatown, America. Present-day and 1969.

NOTES
Slashes (/) indicate an interruption.

DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY
Ma-Yi Theater Company (Ralph B. Peña, Producing Artistic Director) presented a developmental
reading of Somebody is Looking Back at Me on December 3, 2021. The reading was directed by
Charlotte Murray with stage management by Diana Khong. The cast was as follows:
Analyn/Grace: Amanda Centeno
Nathan/Fai: David Lee Huynh
Suyin/Mahalia: Mia Katigbak
Hae-Won/Bong-Cha: Alex Lin
Olivia/Sally: Angel Lin
Hunter College (Christine Scarfuto, producer) presented the thesis reading of Somebody is Looking Back
at Me on May 12, 2022. The reading was directed by Miranda Cornell with stage management by
Alyssa Rios. The cast was as follows:
Analyn/Grace: Amanda Centeno
Suyin/Mahalia: Lydia Gaston
Nathan/Fai: David Lee Huynh
Olivia/Sally: Angel Lin
Hae-Won/Bong-Cha: Sami Ma
Stage Directions: Futaba Shioda

PROLOGUE
The stage is built around a panorama model of a
neighborhood, with buildings small enough to
easily move with their hands and roads wide
enough for a person to walk through – sprawling
public housing towers surrounded by a sea of
pre-war storefronts and apartment buildings;
and a water tower atop one of the larger
apartment buildings. A giant new glass
apartment tower stands aside a hearty river.
Everything is centered around a dirty old multistory pre-war hotel. Strings of hipster-y
Christmas lights circle around the stage, lit
brightly. Red, unlit Chinese paper lanterns hang
from them – it’s clear they’re supposed to be lit.
Signs in Mandarin, Tagalog, Korean, and
Vietnamese cover the walls, made of public
housing bricks. A rusty metal pole spanning the
entire width of the stage and disappearing into
the wings holds a cheap playground swing.
Elsewhere: a dusty pool table, a short bookshelf,
trays of food. Trash bins flank the corners of the
space. A dingy sign reading “Beacon Street
Hotel” hangs over us.
OLIVIA on the swing, looking down at the
model.
OLIVIA
I am the winner.
I am my parents’ dream.
I am my country’s dream.
I am looking out my window and somebody is looking back at me.
SUYIN pushes a cart through the audience and
hauls it onstage. She rifles through an
overflowing trash can at front. She pulls out
plastic water bottles and puts them in a white
trash bag. She puts the trash bag in an alreadystuffed shopping cart. OLIVIA takes no notice.
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OLIVIA
I am the future of this neighborhood.
I am the future of this country.
I am too busy for the past.
I am thrilled about the future.
I am in a group of winners.
I am the winner.
SUYIN looks around her nervously. Finds a
flyer on the ground. Looks at it. Then at the
model. Exits.

A CONSTRUCTION SITE (PRESENT DAY)
HAE-WON, ANALYN, and NATHAN enter
with takeout and chopsticks. They gather in a
circle around OLIVIA, who eats from a carton
of food.
The sounds of protest in the distance.
HAE-WON
To Olivia Huang, bestselling author!
ANALYN

NATHAN

Hear hear!

Cheers!
OLIVIA

I’m so stoked you all came today!
I didn’t think anyone I knew would be at the signing–
I didn’t even know you guys lived in the area – but I look up and there you are!
Faces from the past!
ANALYN
Come to haunt you!
NATHAN
“You have brought great shame upon this house–”
HAE-WON
Rawr!
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OLIVIA
I mean, after all these years–
NATHAN
U of C Azns for LYFE
ANALYN
We all endured Professor Greyson–
NATHAN
Racist Greyson!
OLIVIA
My God…
HAE-WON
I remember that time he quoted Haruki Murakami–
OLIVIA
I totally remember that! And he / just looked–
HAE-WON
He just looked right at me!
Like… “I remember the great author

Haruki Murakami
once said–”
OLIVIA
At / you–
HAE-WON
At me, Hae-Won Park.
Like, Rachel Suzuki was there too–
ANALYN
But thank God she didn’t have to endure it.
HAE-WON
I took one for the team.
OLIVIA
God, it is SO good to see you!
NATHAN
We’re so fucking psyched to see YOU–
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HAE-WON
It was truly so serendipitous that we found you today–
We were on our way to get some hotpot–
OLIVIA
Oh! I love hotpot–
HAE-WON
Who doesn’t?
And we were walking down Beacon Street, saw a poster in the bookstore window / and I
just–
ANALYN
And I just went “oh my God, that’s Olivia! From school!”
HAE-WON
Like, “girl, she’s got a book?”
OLIVIA
I do, I do!
NATHAN
And I’m so psyched to read it–
OLIVIA
I’m psyched for you to read it too–
NATHAN
Who narrates the audiobook?
OLIVIA
Oh, this great actress–
NATHAN
I’ll have to get it–
OLIVIA
Oh wow! After you already bought the book!
HAE-WON
Don’t give it too much thought, Olivia. He simply cannot read.
ANALYN
You’ll have to teach him.
ALL laugh except NATHAN.
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NATHAN
Hahahaha I love when you guys do that bit, it uh
makes me feel really good about myself

HAE-WON
So what’s it about, Olivia? Give us a little preview.
OLIVIA
I mean, it’s… Yeah, wow, so–
It’s about this neighborhood.
Based on real events, all sorts of cool little details about Chinatown – like they used to
have these bright red paper lanterns always lit? Really just so many little goodies like
that.
And I did like… interviews with a whole bunch of–
Well, with other people who grew up here.
Well, not here on this spot–
Down the block, actually. Like me.
It’s actually really cool – really historical–
HAE-WON
Oh, you grew up here?
OLIVIA
Right down the block.
HAE-WON
In the projects?
ANALYN
A Chinatown baby!
HAE-WON
The projects to the bestsellers list!
OLIVIA
Gah, enough about me. You guys have been just so lovely today–
Coming to the signing, buying the book, taking me to lunch–
I mean, you didn’t have to do that for me, I’m not that–
NATHAN
Not that what?
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ANALYN
Do not sell yourself short!
That kind of deprecation we reserve for the white male patriarchy.
HAE-WON

NATHAN

That’s right!

Hell yeah!
OLIVIA
(Blushing)

Ah God, stop stop stop…
Seriously, I want to hear about all your stuff–
You mentioned some big redevelopment…?
HAE-WON
Yes, we’ve actually all been working together.
I’m in my city council member’s office–
OLIVIA
Wow!
HAE-WON
Yes, yes, yes, and we’ve been working on redeveloping the beautiful Chinatown–
Really just transforming the neighborhood.
NATHAN
I’ve been doing real estate work–
HAE-WON
The king of Chinatown–
NATHAN
She’s very kind…
ANALYN
And I’ve been making sure the process is equitable and that it’s always Asian Americanled… I lead EDI trainings–
NATHAN
And they’re great, we’ve all taken them.
HAE-WON
They’re spectacular.
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OLIVIA
This is all so–
You’re all so accomplished!
I mean, and I’d love to hear more about this redevelopment stuff–
NATHAN
Hey, if you’re ever looking for a place to live–
OLIVIA
I’m actually…
That’s so funny, I actually have been thinking about moving back to Chinatown–
NATHAN
Hit me up! You see that new building?
NATHAN touches the glass tower apartments.
OLIVIA
Oh, wow, so much glass! That’s yours?
NATHAN
Partially. You wanna get on the list?
ANALYN
Can I get on the list?
OLIVIA
Nathan, that’s so generous of you – thank you.
NATHAN
You deserve it. You made it out!
HAE-WON
Olivia, I say this in our friend group all the time: you do not have to doubt your own
accomplishments!
A book! I mean, that’s… wow!
OLIVIA
Wow. Hae-Won, Analyn, Nathan, I...
Thank you for that.
And for being here.
I honestly didn’t know who would be coming today, like–
I actually haven’t been back in the neighborhood in…
Well, in a while.
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OLIVIA (CONT’D)

I was–
And I also haven’t been, like, plugged in or online lately–
ANALYN
You’re better off, it’s / a trash fire.
HAE-WON
Horrible.
NATHAN
The fuckin’ worst.
OLIVIA
Totally, totally, I’ve actually been sort of holed up in this, I mean it was basically a cabin–
It’s sort of near White River Junction, in Vermont–
And when I say “White,” I mean / White.
NATHAN
WHITE.
I got you.

ANALYN
WHITE.
Exactly.

OLIVIA
Like it’s been so long since I’ve really been around–
And it was like this eerie reminder that I’ve never really had a friend group that’s all–
Well, just…
What you have seems great.
That’s all.
HAE-WON
It’s not too bad!
ANALYN
(indicating NATHAN)
Unless you need something read.
NATHAN
(Pushing through the hurt)
Ahahahaaha
Olivia, come hang with us! What are you doing, I dunno, on Thursday?
OLIVIA
Oh, well, uh–
During the day I have apartment hunting…
And I have a speech to write for… uh… for this thing–
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HAE-WON
Say it proudly, girl!
OLIVIA
(Chuckling)
I got a–
NATHAN
Louder!
ANALYN
Come on!
OLIVIA

I WON THE FUCKING INTERNATIONAL AWARD FOR LITERATURE!
NATHAN
What whaaaaat
HAE-WON
That’s right!
OLIVIA

I AM A MOTHERFUCKING AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR!
HAE-WON
To Olivia!
ALL
To Olivia!
NATHAN
To Chinatown!
ALL
To Chinatown!
ANALYN
To the community!
ALL
To the community!
NATHAN
Siri, play “My Sick Jams!”
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NATHAN plays some fucking sick tuneage at
full volume. All jam - the construction sounds
jamming in step with the song.

A BOOK SIGNING (PRESENT DAY)
OLIVIA appears, holding a copy of her book.
OLIVIA
“Sally pushed through the ocean of faces that threatened to sweep over Beacon Street like
a tsunami. Every step she took, she heard the torrential downpour of Mandarin, Korean,
Cantonese, Tagalog, and a slight drizzle of hushed Japanese coming out of the southeast.
The marble halls of Crispus Attucks University felt as if they had disappeared behind
some distant horizon – absent were the prolonged stares of the white phi beta kappa
rushers looking for a taste of exotic flesh, the endless onslaught of ‘where are you from’s’
and ‘your English is so good’s.’ She closed her eyes, inhaling the intoxicating scent of
asphalt, exhaust, and garlic; heard the familiar music of haggling over ‘authentic’ pieces
of the Great Wall and ten-packs of t-shirts. As she opened her eyes, she was greeted with
the familiar words on the hospitable rusty arch: ‘Welcome to Chinatown.’ The arch her
father and his mother before him had walked through, time and time again. She was
home.”
SUYIN appears, hands OLIVIA a copy of her
book. OLIVIA signs it. SUYIN waits for some
sort of recognition. OLIVIA smiles. SUYIN
moves on and parks her cart by the bookshelf, as
OLIVIA looks after her. OLIVIA crosses to the
swing. Pulls at the chains.
OLIVIA
(with pride)
I am the future of this neighborhood.
OLIVIA’s posture shifts. Her gaze changes.
Maybe her costume changes here too. By the
time she is done, she is SALLY. The Christmas
lights flicker off and the Chinese lanterns glow a
bright red.
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BEACON STREET HOTEL (1969)
The sign for the Beacon Street Hotel lights up.
SALLY sits. FAI begins serving SUYIN
noodles from the large tray. She nods. FAI
hands her a Little Red Book.
FAI
Courtesy of the Beacon Street Red Guard.
SUYIN smiles and nods. FAI hands her flyers.
FAI
Anti-war demonstration on Friday evening - in front of city hall. We’ll have Hands Off
Vietnam shirts for folks.
Solidarity march with the Black Panthers on Saturday - meet here and we’ll walk over.
And movie night on Sunday.
SUYIN nods. She begins eating and wheels her
cart offstage as she does. GRACE (choicely
casual) enters with a clipboard, grabs some
noodles.
GRACE
Fai, I told you: no books today.
FAI
I said I’ll stop when she gets here.
GRACE
Which could be any minute!
FAI
If Mahalia was coming, we’d know. She’s not subtle.
MAHALIA enters and grabs FAI by the ear.
MAHALIA
Hudas ka!
You know it’s impolite to talk about people behind their backs! Grace told me you were
like this.
And I see you’ve already broken our agreement about those books.
GRACE
Pasénsiya na, Mahalia, it won’t happen again.
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MAHALIA
(re: FAI)
Does he know that?
FAI
Hi, Mahalia, how are you today?
MAHALIA
(releasing him sharply)
Exhausted by young people
So, let’s get started, shall we?
BONG-CHA enters with SALLY. She tosses a
bottle of pills to GRACE.
BONG-CHA
For your headaches.
GRACE
Oh, amazing–
How much do I owe you?
BONG-CHA
None. My dad’s a pharmacist. He got a discount. I got you.
MAHALIA
Bong-Cha, where’s Mei?
BONG-CHA
She graduated, Mahalia.
MAHALIA
So you’re leading AAPA now?
BONG-CHA
Yeah!
…
Are you surprised?
MAHALIA
Yes. Very.
I mean that in the nicest way possible.
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BONG-CHA
I was proudly elected by the Asian American student body to represent our Asian
American communities and third-world people at large–
MAHALIA
You write that on your hand?
BONG-CHA
(to herself, hiding her hand)
Damnit.
SALLY
(Slowly raising her hand)
Hi, by the way.
MAHALIA
Sino yan?! Who is that?
SALLY
Hi, uh– I’m Sally, I’m her uh
Classmate.
Yeah, I kinda thought this was on campus… and like an Asian American club thing.
MAHALIA
A what?
SALLY
Yeah, like
You know, like a book club
With food
GRACE
We have noodles. And you can buy books.
FAI
You told her this was a book club?
BONG-CHA
She said she’d thought about checking out the bookstore.
FAI
That doesn’t mean she’s ready to be part of this.
GRACE
I say more bodies is good.
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MAHALIA
We need all the help we can get.
SALLY
I’ll just observe, if that’s all right.
FAI
Yes, you know, like they were just “observing” Chairman Fred.
That ended well.
GRACE
Where do you know Bong-Cha from, Sally? Anti-War stuff?
SALLY
We have British Lit together?
NATHAN
(to BONG-CHA)
You’re taking British Lit?
MAHALIA
Quiet.
We’ll proceed.
With caution.
So. We are met. Introduce yourselves to the “observer.”
(to GRACE)
KDP.
GRACE
Closest translation is “Union for Democratic Filipinos.” Young left Filipino Americans
united against the Marcoses and international imperialism.
MAHALIA
The Red Guard.
FAI
Fighting for the liberation of the international working class, in the mold of Mao Xedong!
We’re like the Panthers. We know the Panthers.
MAHALIA
I am, of course, here representing the tenants of the Beacon Street Hotel.
And you know the AAPA, of course.
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BONG-CHA
Students dedicated to the united struggle of both Asian Americans and third-world
victims of imperialist violence! We actually coined the term “Asian American.”
SALLY
You personally?
BONG-CHA
Well, not me personally…

MAHALIA
So. Updates.
Much to celebrate. Much to dread.
Second eviction attempt beaten – good. Thank you for your help. Better late than never.
SALLY
You’ve beaten two eviction notices?
MAHALIA
Three actually.
I invited the nice white lady that was coming to serve us the notice for a cup of white rice
wine. She somehow forgot to serve us the notice.
Still calls sometimes.
SALLY
That’s clever.
MAHALIA
But now the building is under new ownership – could be good news for us, depending on
who it is.
Depending on how close they are to the Mayor.
(hisses from the group)
I left the copy of the proposed new lease myself and the other tenants drew up last week –
guaranteed heating and hot water.
(raps on surfaces in approval)
Have still not heard back.
Until then, and even after, we must remain vigilant.
I don’t think I need to remind you what’s at stake.
FAI
Working class tenant power.
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GRACE
A gathering place for the youth groups.
BONG-CHA
Morale for alienated Asian Americans.
MAHALIA
Our homes.
Our lives.
Our freedom.
If we lose, it means I–
It means we’re out on the streets.
And, in some cases, worse.
You know Mr. Pineda on 3?
Murmurs of “aw I love Mr. Pineda” and
“legend” and “he’s so sweet.”
MAHALIA
Oh, good you like Mr. Pineda. Well, he goes to jail.
And then, if the Americans have anything to say about it, back to Manila.
And once he’s back under Ferdinand’s eye, God knows what happens to him.
I can’t help him if I don’t have a roof over my head. So let’s get our heads out of the
theory books and get a little more disciplined, yes?
GRACE
They won’t just throw you out, though, will they?
BONG-CHA
It can’t be legal.
MAHALIA
Ask Torren Hill and Wilson Park – half of the residents evicted, their homes leveled.
GRACE
In the name of “urban renewal.”
FAI
We all know what that means.
SALLY
They’re not homeless, though.
MAHALIA
I’m sorry?
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SALLY
Those people from Torren Hill and Wilson Park. They’re not like–
You make it sound like they’ve been thrown onto the street and they’re like vagabonds
now. They’re not. They got apartments in the Jones Houses.
MAHALIA
You ever been to the Jones Houses?
FAI
I go whenever I need to borrow a cup of roaches.
BONG-CHA
That’s fucking disgusting–
GRACE
But that’s what it’s like!
BONG-CHA
I know…
SALLY
Okay, but it’s better than being homeless, and anyway, they shouldn’t want to like…
Like the Jones Houses are for temporary stays, you don’t want to like end up there.
And like honestly, had you even seen what Torren Hill and Wilson Park used to look like?
Disgusting! No trees, no parks, no good apartments like anywhere. Hell, when I was
there, I had to walk twenty minutes to find a deli–
MAHALIA
You said she understood what was happening here.
BONG-CHA
She said she wanted to come here.
SALLY
I did.
I do.
I’ve been trying.
It was impossible to get past the door and that bodyguard you have at the front door–
The huge lady with the tattoos–
GRACE
Antonia? The school custodian?
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SALLY
Doesn’t matter. I’m here now.
And–
Okay, I didn’t think I’d be here today and I don’t want to do this now, but like it’s clear
nothing I could have said is gonna change your mind, so…
SALLY pulls out an envelope.
SALLY
For you.
MAHALIA takes the envelope. Opens it and
reads it.
BONG-CHA
What’s going on?
GRACE
Mahalia?
SALLY
My name is Sally Zhou.
I– My father owns this building…
…
This is your notice of eviction.
You have seven days.
Beat.
FAI
You parasitic little / traitor! You make me fucking sick with your, with your, with your,
with your, with your, with your cheeky little weasel bullshit–
GRACE
Hudas-ka! / You think you’re some master spy because you got into the building! We’ve
beat two eviction notices, you think we can’t beat another?! Bullshit–
BONG-CHA
I can’t believe I let you come with me! You are everything that is wrong with this whiteadjacent assimilation bullshit–
MAHALIA signals for silence. ALL obey.
Tense silence.
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MAHALIA
Sally.
Would you like to come for a cup of rice wine?

CHINATOWN (PRESENT DAY)
The Chinese lanterns flicker off and the
Christmas lights shine brightly. MAHALIA
exits. Something shifts in SALLY. She sits back
down on the swing – and she’s OLIVIA.
NATHAN, HAE-WON, and ANALYN circle
around her, gazing at the tall glass tower.
NATHAN
That’s where the gym is…
ANALYN
(Touching OLIVIA’s arm)
I am so jealous.
NATHAN
There’s an organic boba shop in the lobby.
ANALYN
(Gripping OLIVIA’s arm)
I am so jealous.
NATHAN
And right there at the top? Olivia’s new apartment.
ANALYN
(Nearly twisting OLIVIA’s arm off)
I AM SO JEALOUS / HAHAHAAHAHA
HAE-WON
Oh my God, Analyn, that’s her arm!
ANALYN
I am so happy for you, though.
HAE-WON
You’ll have so much space!
OLIVIA
I know!
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ANALYN
No more hanging out on these swings all day!
OLIVIA
I actually like it out here!
This was always my thinking spot growing up.
But this is a beautiful new building–
HAE-WON
Just one of the many beautiful new designs as part of the redevelopment–
NATHAN
Did you see the new riverside park?
OLIVIA
Oh my God, with the adult swings!
NATHAN
That’s just the beginning!
We’ve got this whole new shopping center, a gallery avenue–
And that whole new carless street / full of–
OLIVIA
Oh my God, with all those new restaurants! So good – I feel like I wanna try all of them.
HAE-WON
Only if you take me with you!
OLIVIA
Oh my God, you’re on–!
There’s that new fusion Korean BBQ–
But I feel like I’d need a group or at least one other person–
HAE-WON
You have our number!
ANALYN
Anytime!
OLIVIA
Wow! That’s…
I mean, that’s really cool, guys.
HAE-WON
We’re actually about to head over to Yeoh’s – that new club–
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ANALYN
The one in the water tower!
OLIVIA
Oh my God, I remember that water tower! It’s a club now?
HAE-WON
What was it when you were growing up?
OLIVIA
A water tower.
ANALYN
Girl, come with us!
OLIVIA
I mean, I’ve gotta see how they put a club in a water tower.
NATHAN
And we should talk about the redevelopment sometime too.
We’d really love to have you as part of the team.
OLIVIA
Oh, I don’t know anything about like
Real estate or…
NATHAN
No, no, nothing like that.
ANALYN
More marketing – we’d be working together!
OLIVIA
Why me?
HAE-WON
Why not you? You’re the only one who could possibly do it!
You grew up here – a real Chinatown girl – right in the projects.
You are of this community.
OLIVIA
Aren’t all of you from…?
NATHAN
Glencoe, Illinois.
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HAE-WON
Essex Falls, New Jersey.
ANALYN
Nob Hill, California.
OLIVIA
Oh! I thought you all grew up around here.
NATHAN
The point is, Olivia, that all our lives we’ve been longing for a community of people who
look like us.
ANALYN
I was miserable being so far from people who understood what it was like.
HAE-WON
Showing up to lunch with 계란말이 (Gyeran-mari) while the rest of the school brought
hot dogs.
ANALYN
People going “ew.”
NATHAN

HAE-WON
I got that all the time.

White bastards.

HAE-WON

*

It can be so lonely.
ANALYN

NATHAN

That’s right.

*

Seriously.
OLIVIA

Wow. No, I totally get that.
I think I just had a lot of Asians around me when I was younger–
NATHAN
That’s why you’re so cool!
OLIVIA
But I remember being in Vermont and going into town or running into people–
Being at all these publishing events, meeting at all those literary offices with these crusty
old white men who clearly were only interested in my book because They Weren’t
Racist…
And just feeling so alone.
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OLIVIA (CONT’D)

And doing those interviews for my book–
I thought it might make it better, to hear from people who grew up here, like me.
But it just made it all seem so far away.
Especially because it was all either Zoom or, even worse, email.
But if…
I mean, you all seem so cool.
ANALYN
We need each other.
HAE-WON
Now more than ever.
NATHAN
Listen, Olivia.
Put your number in my phone. And we’ll talk more. We want you in this community. We
want you with us.
OLIVIA
(to all of them)
Really?
NATHAN
Of course! Who else are you gonna text when someone tries to guess “where you’re
really from?”
OLIVIA
HA! Good point.
OLIVIA puts her number in NATHAN’s
phone. NATHAN presses a button.
OLIVIA
Oh, you’re adding an emoji–?
NATHAN
Yeah, I’m gonna say Olivia…
Strong arm emoji! And save!
OLIVIA
(looking over his shoulder)
Oh, everyone in your contacts has a unique emoji!
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NATHAN
Don’t worry about it–
HAE-WON
It’s his little system–
NATHAN

Hahahaha I said don’t worry about it.
Now come on – no more lonely nights for you.
We are gonna get fucking wrecked–

HAE-WON
Rice wine!
ANALYN
Sake!
NATHAN
SHOTS!
NATHAN, ANALYN, and HAE-WON gather
around OLIVIA. They all look one another in
the eye.
OLIVIA
I am looking out my window and somebody is looking back at me.
NATHAN, ANALYN, and HAE-WON exit –
as they leave, they reveal SUYIN, who is
staring at OLIVIA.
OLIVIA
Uh
Hi.
SUYIN
Hello.
NATHAN, ANALYN, and HAE-WON re-enter
with shot glasses.
ANALYN
Olivia! You ready?
Beat. SUYIN exits.
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OLIVIA
Totally!
AE-WON, NATHAN, and ANALYN gather
around OLIVIA. They dance around her to
Chumbawamba’s “Tubthumping.” They raise
glasses. They dance wildly. Gradually,
OLIVIA’s dancing becomes wilder and wilder,
the group encouraging her every step of the
way. Eventually, she is in the middle of a dance
circle, whirling wildly and cackling into the
night. Two posters fall from the back wall and
are taken off.

BEACON STREET HOTEL (1969)
BONG-CHA, GRACE, and MAHALIA
replace their shot glasses with beers. The
model’s old buildings and the paper lanterns
light up. FAI produces a bottle of 1969 rice
wine. SALLY produces the eviction notice. A
shift – and ALL are wasted.
SALLY
(Singing)
“I GET KNOCKED DOWN
BUT I GET UP AGAIN
YOU’RE NEVER GONNA KEEP ME DOWN
I GET KNOCKED DOWN
BUT I GET UP AGAIN
/ YOU’RE N–” Huh?
GRACE
What are you singing, Sally? I asked what song that is.
Beat.
SALLY
(bemused at this future song she’s
singing)
…
I don’t know! HA!

*
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All laugh. MAHALIA pours a glass for
SALLY.
SALLY
No, no, that’s it, I have to go–
MAHALIA
It is impolite to not drink when the glass is already poured.
SALLY
You are just trying to make me forget about this eviction notice and I promise you–
(takes a gigantic swig)
(God, that’s good)
– you can’t fool me.
MAHALIA
I’m not trying to fool you.
SALLY
HA.
My Dad warned me you’d have tricks up your sleeves.
Fuckin’ commie tricks.
FAI
Hey.
SALLY
If the beret fits.
And I am getting the hell out of this hotel before you try any more of your–
Oh my God I am so hungry
I want 叉燒飯 (Char Siu Fan), somebody call the BBQ place–
FAI
What BBQ place?
SALLY
THE BBQ place, don’t act like you don’t–
On Delano Street–
GRACE
It’s gone.
BONG-CHA
Oh, shit, that’s right–
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GRACE
Last month. Among the first Chinatown victims of “urban renewal.”
FAI
(Super drunk)
Fuckin’ landlords, they’re time is coming–
Goddamn fuckin’ landlord pig dog motherf–
Oooh
Ooh
Ooh
I’m gonna lie down for a second–
Just for a second–
MAHALIA
Lie down on your side.
FAI
Thank you, Mahalia.
BONG-CHA
I’ll get some stomach pills tomorrow from my dad.
FAI
Thank youuuuu
SALLY
Okay, well–
Fine, I’m sure whatever’s there now is perfectly–
GRACE
It’s a gas station now.
SALLY
Damn.
(sitting down)
I’m leaving soon, I just need to–
Just gonna sit for a bit.
Don’t try and convince me of–
I’m just gonna look out the window for a second.
Silence.
SALLY
These lanterns are pretty.
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GRACE
My mom and I hung that one up.
SALLY
Which one?
GRACE
That one.
BONG-CHA
I did that one.
MAHALIA
We got all the tenants and hung those ten.
SALLY
(to GRACE)
I think yours is going out.
You should tell your mom to fix it.
GRACE
She would if she still lived here.
SALLY
Where did she go?
GRACE
She’s out on the West Side now.
SALLY
Off the Purple Line?
GRACE
Farther. There’s a bus.
SALLY
What happened?
GRACE points at a brutalist office building on
the model.
GRACE
That office building happened.
The city needs “renewal,” remember?
And I guess General Motors needed a new office building.
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GRACE (CONT’D)

…
We had the grossest little apartment.
The super was a drunk, the neighbors didn’t talk to us, I’m pretty sure the landlord was in
the Yakuza.
…
But it was ours.
It was me, my mom, my Lolo, and I.
SALLY
Where’s your Lolo now?
GRACE
Here.
Mr. Pineda on the third floor.
SALLY
Oh, so he might get sent back to–
GRACE
He will.
If the police get to him.
MAHALIA
We’ve kept them away for long enough.
GRACE
How long, though?
Beat.
BONG-CHA
Do you remember Sofia de Veyra Park?
SALLY
Huh?
BONG-CHA
The one with the fountains?
SALLY
Oh! Warren Harding Park–?
BONG-CHA
Right. Its colonized name. Do you actually call it that?
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SALLY
Uh
…
No
BONG-CHA
I spent so much time in those fountains in the summer
And then AAPA started those food banks in the winters…
And now…
Well
…
Guess we really needed a new parking lot.
SALLY
… Maybe we did, though.
MAHALIA
Who’s “we?”
Beat.
SALLY
There will always be more BBQ restaurants and parks.
MAHALIA
Sure.
…
You should have seen this hotel in ‘45.
I mean the things that went on in here.
The things that still go on in here, if I’m honest–
Don’t report that.
Absolute chaos when the Filipinos started setting up shop – “temporarily,” we said.
But the days went on – and I was appointed bathroom captain. But this would be the last
day.
But the weeks went on – and I took the late shift making sure no police came to deport
Mr. Pineda. But this would be THE LAST WEEK.
But the months went on – and we changed everybody’s mailing addresses… But no more
months! No, sir!
And the years went on and the decades went on… we fixed the boiler… we stopped two–
no, three evictions…
Any other place the super or the landlord– or whatever…
They’d have called the cops day one.
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MAHALIA (CONT’D)

… I actually haven’t thought about how good an old hotel is for keeping people safe…
…
Will there always be more of those?
SALLY
(trying to be comforting)
…
…
It’s still our neighborhood.
GRACE
Not for long.
SALLY
It’s Chinatown.
Even if some buildings change hands–
It’s still Chinatown. It’s still in Asian hands.
GRACE
Sure.
But which ones, you know?
Silence.
SALLY
Well, I feel like shit. Just like you wanted.
GRACE
Nobody wants that.
FAI
We’re nice. We’re fun. You should see us on movie night.
BONG-CHA
Why did you come here, Sally?
SALLY
My dad told me to–
BONG-CHA
No, I mean today. When you thought it was an AAPA meeting.
Beat.
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SALLY
I dunno.
Just…
Never got to hang out with other yellow kids–
BONG-CHA
Asian Americans–
SALLY
Asian Americans.
BONG-CHA
You didn’t go to PS215? Everyone in Chinatown went there.
Beat.
SALLY
I’m from Davenport Street.
BONG-CHA
You’re not even from Chinatown?
SALLY
Davenport Street is Chinatown!
ALL laugh. Even FAI, who laughs, then groans.
SALLY
Okay, okay, the rich part of Chinatown.
GRACE
There are barely any Asians there anymore!
SALLY
There are some

I just…
I don’t get to be around people like me all too much. That’s all.
BONG-CHA
Are we like you?
SALLY
Aren’t you?
I mean, your name–
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BONG-CHA
… Shut up.
GRACE
What about your name?
BONG-CHA

Nothing.
SALLY
(Understanding)
Oh.
Yeah, nothing.
…
I don’t want you to lose your home.
MAHALIA
That’s very kind of you.
SALLY
(holding out the envelope)
But I have to give you this.
MAHALIA
I know.
It was worth a shot.
SALLY
You hate me.
MAHALIA
No.
I hate that you have to give me this.
…
(to the group)
So.
Seven days till the end of the world.
Time to sober up.
Beat.
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SALLY
I…
…
For what it’s worth, I–
…
I think what you’ve done here is great.
…
And I wish there was something / I could do–
MAHALIA
Well, now that you mention it, there is a way you could help.
If you’re up for it.
Beat.
SALLY
I–
…
I’ll think about it.
MAHALIA, FAI, BONG-CHA, and GRACE
exit.

CHINATOWN (PRESENT DAY)
The paper lanterns flick off and the Christmas
lights turn on. OLIVIA, NATHAN, ANALYN,
and HAE-WON with bubble tea.
HAE-WON
To us!
ALL
To us!
NATHAN
To Chinatown!
ALL
To Chinatown!
ANALYN
To Olivia!
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ALL

OLIVIA
To you all, to you all!

To Olivia!

*

All sip.
OLIVIA
This is so good!
HAE-WON
You must be so relieved to be back where the good boba is!
OLIVIA
God, you have no idea. If you gave me the choice between beautiful New England forests
and bubble tea–
NATHAN
You’d have to go with bubble tea.

ANALYN
It’s the bubble tea.

HAE-WON
And this isn’t just any bubble tea! It takes ingredients from all over Asia and the
Americas–
Fusion bubble tea!
NATHAN
And how about this park?
OLIVIA
Oh God, I never imagined we could have a park this nice in Chinatown!
NATHAN
It’s only the first part of a whole new greenway that’s gonna stretch all the way down this
side of the river!
ANALYN
Enough work talk, don’t remind me of where I need to be right now! Olivia, what flavor
did you get?
OLIVIA
Had to go with the classic green. Nathan, what flavor is that?
NATHAN
I think it’s papaya?

*
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ANALYN
Aw, we should’ve read the menu to you–
NATHAN
Ahahahaha there you go again
With that really funny joke that I enjoy

HAE-WON
All right, all right, drink up everybody! We all have big days today. Lots of minds to
influence, lots of change to make! Lots of awards to accept – Olivia!
OLIVIA
Thank you guys.
This, though–
Like just hanging out with you all
In this new park
With this fusion boba–
Way better than any award!
ANALYN
We’d better be!
HAE-WON
Okay, folks! Let’s crush it!
NATHAN
U of C Azns for lyfe!
ALL turn out to us. NATHAN, full tech bro at
the app launch, climbs into the model. OLIVIA
holds an International Award for Literature seal.
HAE-WON stands at a podium. ANALYN at
the head of a table.
OLIVIA
Thank you so much, thank you, thank you.
I’d like to start off by thanking the International Committee for Literature and the
William S. Harding Foundation for this great honor.
NATHAN
Yo what’s up, Chinatown?!
Make some noise!
My name is Nathan Guo, Chairman and CEO of Lon Men Realty LLC!
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HAE-WON
Good afternoon, everyone. I’m Hae-Won Park, Chief of Staff for City Council Member
Brian Adams, we’re happy to have you with us.
ANALYN
Welcome, everyone, it’s so nice to see all of your faces.
I’m just gonna start off, then...
My name is Analyn Martinez (she/her pronouns, I’m a 2nd generation Asian American
woman) and I’ll be your host for today’s sessionOLIVIA
And I’d like to make sure to thank my wonderful agent and the entire team at
HarperCollins – this book is what it is thanks to their dedicated work.
NATHAN
The redeveloped Chinatown will be a modern, clean, welcoming cultural and commercial
center by, of, and for our community.
HAE-WON
The Council Member is thrilled that the redevelopment of the Chinatown lakeside mile is
already bringing back unprecedented growth and rejuvenation to our community.
ANALYN
I want to just thank you all for being in the space with me here for today’s session. This
training is not designed to tell you how to live your life. This is a space for learning,
healing, and community.
OLIVIA
I’d also like to acknowledge and thank the wonderful residents of Chinatown for
allowing me the opportunity to listen to their stories – and the even greater honor of
representing them on the page.
NATHAN
When our work is complete, we will have built
NATHAN
a Chinatown for the 21st Century.

HAE-WON
a Chinatown for the 21st Century.

OLIVIA
I was thinking about what to say to you all today.
As only the third Asian American to receive this honor, I feel a certain degree of
responsibility to my community, to the people who make it what it is.

*
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ANALYN
When you think about AAPI folx, what do you think?
Maybe you think “foreign.” Maybe you think “other.”
What I want you to do is remember that we not only live in this country — we’re a vital
part of its fabric. We’re everywhere you are.
OLIVIA
Like the people in this room today.
HAE-WON
In just the first month since construction began, we are seeing an inspiring amount of
businesses and business owners transforming our storied and thriving neighborhood.
NATHAN
Movie theaters…
ANALYN
Galleries…
HAE-WON
Fusion kitchens…
ANALYN
Parks…
HAE-WON
Malls…
ANALYN
Banks…
NATHAN
Uniqlo!
OLIVIA
I want to acknowledge the people who have stood here before me–
ANALYN
We must acknowledge the history of oppression and marginalization against Asian
Americans, dating all the way back to the 1800s. Our people, our culture, even our food
have been demonized.
OLIVIA
– the people whose words have been ignored, altered, exploited –
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NATHAN
And our housing and shops aren’t the only ones getting a much-needed makeover!
The slaughterhouse on Main Street has always been a centerpiece of the community, but
in recent years, it has become more of a danger than anything else.
OLIVIA
– and the people who can’t be with us tonight, because of over a century of persecution.
ANALYN
And you cannot see it.
Because you have a sickness inside of you.
OLIVIA
The people who are afraid to leave their home.
NATHAN
Last week, three Asian Americans were attacked outside the slaughterhouse at night –
which has remained unguarded and unlit since its closure in 2019. This is a horrifying
and disgusting attack on our community.
OLIVIA
And on the other side, the people who still see me as an other.
ANALYN
You don’t know it was there, but you were born with it.
You inherited it.
There’s no inoculation.
There’s no antibodies.
There’s no magic wand.
But there IS a treatment.
OLIVIA
What would I say to them?
ANALYN
And that treatment is radical AWARENESS.
Radical INTROSPECTION.
Radical IMPROVEMENT.
OLIVIA
And the people who are trying to make this community safer.
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HAE-WON
We stand with our Asian American brothers and sisters in this trying time. We see you.
We hear you. We understand you.
OLIVIA
What would I say to them?
ANALYN
There is a sickness inside of you.
And it’s contagious.
And it’s airborne.
And it’s kOLIVIA
What do I say to Asian America?
ANALYN
(Sudden tears. Silence as she regains
control)
And it’s killing people.
OLIVIA
To my Asian American brothers and sisters, I say: I stand here for you.
ANALYN
(Back to her clients)
There is a sickness inside of you.
And when that sickness is out, this world will be a little bit better.
OLIVIA
And to my friends, my crew, I say: I am excited for the world we are building.
For all of us.
HAE-WON
And, speaking personally as a Korean American woman, I am thankful for our
lawmakers, law enforcement, local business owners, and our community for their
commitment to showing how great a neighborhood we can be.
ANALYN
There is a sickness inside of you.
And I am giving you the cure.
NATHAN
We will uphold our communities and ensure that our voices are represented.
That our history is preserved.
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NATHAN (CONT’D)

That is why we are proud to be repurposing our Main Street slaughterhouse into the new
Chinatown Hong Kong Mall!
NATHAN removes the slaughterhouse from the
model and adds in a modified version of it,
covered in glass and brand logos.
NATHAN
MUJI, Apple, Uniqlo - the big ones, folks, the big ones!
And right at the center of the new mall: the Strip of Classics!
HAE-WON
As more and more of our communities’ opportunities are shipped overseas to China, we
are committed to creating jobs and opportunity at home. This is why the Council Member
is proud to introduce our landmark legislation for the Chinatown redevelopment.
Ordinance number 2318-[WHATEVER YEAR IT IS].
OLIVIA
People who know me will know I’ve spent the past few years away from the community.
But as I return, I will be redoubling my efforts to help us create the greatest Chinatown
this country has ever seen.
NATHAN
The Strip of Classics will take up about 14.5% of the mall’s business capacity, and that
14.5% will be completely owned and operated by business owners from the Chinatown
community - complete with a food court serving only traditional Asian cuisine, Asian
American fusion, and / Boba.
HAE-WON
Boba!
Building Ordinances for a Better Asian America.
The BOBA Act.
OLIVIA
By, of, and for Asian Americans.
ANALYN
I am giving you the cure.
Take it. Spread it.
NATHAN
And we’re not stopping there.
For decades, our neighborhood’s apartments have been defined by crumbling paint,
exposed gas pipes, clogged plumbing...
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OLIVIA
I know better than anybody else how great this neighborhood is.
And how great it could be.
NATHAN
BUT. Check it.
NATHAN removes the pre-war buildings from
the model and places a row of glass apartment
buildings in their stead.
ANALYN
We have to create spaces that are safe for us.
That are safe for you.
That are safe for me.
NATHAN
I’m talking bike rooms. Mail rooms. Laundry rooms. Fitness centers. Roof decks.
OLIVIA
After a troubled history and decades of white colonialist policy from our city’s
government, I’m proud to be fighting for a new page in Chinatown history.
HAE-WON
The Council Member is also proud to have secured a whopping 250 new units of
affordable housing for our AAPI communities.
NATHAN
I totally understand the fear you’re feeling. I feel it too.
But we are not gonna leave you unsafe.
We’re not gonna let those – and excuse my language – but we’re not gonna let those
motherfuckers get you.
OLIVIA
We will keep our communities safe.
HAE-WON
We are committed to expanding our public safety network to fight hate crime violence.
NATHAN
We’re gonna lock those motherfuckers up.
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HAE-WON
We are committed to eradicating racism from our offices.
OLIVIA
We will ensure our leadership is representative of Chinatown’s population.
NATHAN
We at Lon Men Realty LLC are committed to doing our part to keep you safe.
And our private and government partners will as well.
HAE-WON
That is why it is crucial that the City Council must vote in favor of the full redevelopment
plans.
ANALYN
And when that sickness is out of us - when it is out of the world...
Think of what we can accomplish.
OLIVIA
And we will make sure Asian American voices fill every room in this country.
NATHAN
We’re gonna get our seat at the table.
OLIVIA
Our parents came to this country to seek the American dream for their children.
We will win it for ours.
ANALYN
That is what we can do.
That is all we can do.
Fight the sickness.
Beat the sickness.
NATHAN
That is what I will sit down at the negotiation table for and I will not accept any less.
And I want you at the table with me. Call your council member. Tell them to vote Yes on
The BOBA Act.
HAE-WON
We are hopeful of the bill’s chances of passing and we look forward to working with
Asian American communities moving forward.
OLIVIA
Thank you. And let us look to the future.
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Applause. OLIVIA waves and wields her
award.
ANALYN
Take it. Do it.
Be healed.
I am Analyn Martinez.
I am here to heal you.
I am here to heal US.
Applause. ANALYN beams.
NATHAN
Shots on me!
Applause. NATHAN poses like a rockstar.
HAE-WON
And we are very proud of the historical significance of the redevelopment’s centerpiece,
whichA shoe flies at HAE-WON’s head from the
audience. She ducks.
HAE-WON
Oh my God-!
Can we-?
Can somebody take care of that, please?
Thank you.
Thank you.
I’m so sorry about that, folks.
I’m so sorry.
SUYIN enters from the audience. She looks at
OLIVIA.
SUYIN
Congratulations.
OLIVIA
Oh, thank you! We’ve met before, right?
SUYIN
…
It’ll come to you.
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OLIVIA
Uh…
Yeah, sorry, I’ve been meeting a lot of…
Ahh…
But it’s good to see you again…
What’s your / name again?
SUYIN
You’ve been hanging around those redevelopment people.
OLIVIA
I…
Sorry, have you like… seen me somewhere?
Because that’s not really…
Yeah, that’s kind of private, so I don’t know how you…
SUYIN
I need to go to the library.
SUYIN exits.
OLIVIA
Oh. Uh
Bye?
NATHAN enters and opens up the door on the
model water tower – multicolored lights pulse
from the inside.

A CLUB IN A WATER TOWER (PRESENT DAY)
NATHAN and OLIVIA drink shots.
OLIVIA
I can’t believe this club fits inside a water tank! Aren’t they scared it’ll fall over? The legs
didn’t seem that firmly attached to the roofNATHAN
Shot?
OLIVIA
(Shaking her head)
I have to go back down the ladder, remember?
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NATHAN
Fuck the ladder! The ladder is for later!
OLIVIA
I remember this water tank from when I was growing up.
It was always in the exact right spot to block out the sunrise.
NATHAN
Nothing gonna be blocking your view pretty soon!
OLIVIA
Thank you again! For getting me that place.
NATHAN
My pleasure.
OLIVIA
Did you help with this place too?
NATHAN
Some of the initial capital–
I mean I also kinda own the building below it, so
Y’know
But I don’t wanna brag or anything.
OLIVIA
You really have done wonders already with the neighborhoodNATHAN
Not just me, though. So many people had to come together in the community for this to
happen. The Planning Council, the Chinese Chamber of Commerce, the Council Member
Adams - that’s what you need for a redevelopment this massive.
OLIVIA
I barely recognize the place already.
NATHAN
Oh, and we got Council Member Adams working on this bill to create this special antihate crime task force in the police departmentOnce it passes, this neighborhood will be safer than ever.
Nobody messes with my community and gets away with it.
Lock the motherfuckers up.
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OLIVIA
It’s great how much you care about the community!
NATHAN
Why do you think I got you that apartment?
OLIVIA
Oh! Am I “the community?”
NATHAN
Of course you’re the community! Friends are community!
OLIVIA
That’s really nice, Nathan. I mean, I didn’t think you all thought that much about me.
NATHAN
Why not? Thicker than blood!
OLIVIA
Well, like
We didn’t really hang out in school–
And then I didn’t see you until the book signing.
NATHAN
I guess.
Either way, feels like forever.
OLIVIA
No, no, just saying… No, I know we’re friends–
NATHAN
Like, hey, I got you an apartment. I put you on that list way before anyone else - the
hottest new property on the market. I don’t think I’d do that for someone who I don’t like.
Like are you confused about whether or not I consider you part of my community? Of my
life?
OLIVIA
No, no, no, I mean…
Knowing I’m part of “the community” is…
After all that time, it’s kind of a dream, honestly.
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NATHAN
I’m gonna be real with you, Olivia: it’s an honor.
Growing up, I didn’t have a lot of Asian American authors to read. Always spent time just
having to slog through Lord Byron or some shitAnd here you come, writing a book my kids and their kids and their kids’ kids will be
able to read for generations to come.
OLIVIA
What about their kids’ kids’ kids?
NATHAN
(Overselling it)

AHAHAHAHAHAHAHA

That’s why I got you that apartment. That’s why you’re here with me tonight. That is why
you got that scholarship. That is why you were able to get out of that little apartment in
the projects. What you did was an act of bravery. It was an act of giving back. And that
doesn’t only make you a member of a community. It makes you a winner.
OLIVIA
Thanks, Nathan.
Beat. NATHAN leans in to kiss her. OLIVIA
backs away and puts her hands up in a defensive
stance.
OLIVIA

NATHAN

Whoa.
Hey now.
It’s okay. It’s okay It’s okay It’s okay It’s
okay It’s okay

Sorry.
Sorry, sorry.
Sorry sorry sorry sorry sorry sorry sorry
sorry sorry sorry
Long, awkward silence. OLIVIA nervously
downs her drink.

OLIVIA
I really do appreciate the apartment thing.
NATHAN
Yeah.
Another silence.
NATHAN
It’s just really hard to meet someone in the community.
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OLIVIA
Mm.
NATHAN
It’s just a lot of them tend to go forOLIVIA
We don’t have to go there.
NATHAN
-white guys.
OLIVIA
Okay, if you’re gonna go there, I’m gonna go thereOLIVIA exits. Silence as NATHAN stands by,
attempting to hide his wounds.
NATHAN
Shots for everyone!
Ahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha
(turns into crying)
Ahahahahahahahahahahaaaaaaaa

SALLY’S HOUSE (1969)
The paper lanterns glow. SALLY at home. The
shadow of SALLY’S DAD looms over the
model and speaks.
A SHADOW OF SALLY’S DAD
Sally, can I tell the Mayor you’ll be at dinner?
SALLY
Uh
Maybe?
Sorry, Dad.
Homework.
A SHADOW OF SALLY’S DAD
No, I get it. Keep at it.
The phone rings.
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A SHADOW OF SALLY’S DAD
(Takes a deep breath)
Hello? Zhou residence.
Mr. Mayor, a pleasure. Sally says hi. Did you know it was her who delivered the message
to the–?
…
Oh, she’s doing great. One of the brightest in her class, I’m told…
I’ve got to tell you: The community absolutely loves the new parking lot – I’ve gotten
phone calls from all across the neighborhood saying, you know, “it’s shaved off so much
time,” “it’s so modern,” “it’s exactly what we needed.” Their words.
…
We’re excited about Phase 3 as well, Mr. Mayor – and thank you again for your help with
the red tape.
…
Well, yes, they have the notice. They’ll need to be out in seven days. Legally. So.
…
Look, that building is so full of violations, there will be no option but to shut it down –
the Department of Housing will see to that.
… Oh, well, the walls, the showers, the stairs – disgusting…
…
Well, I spoke with David from Housing–
An inspector will be there on Thursday, and when he sees it, he’ll – of course – have no
choice but to order everyone inside to vacate.
…
Well, I think he has other appointments, Mr. Mayor, Thursday is the earliest he could–
…
Absolutely, sir.
Yes, I know who I work for.
(Hangs up)
…
(Dial tone)
Trudy?
Are you in the office?
Get David from Housing on the phone. Now. I need him in that hotel as soon as possible.
SALLY stands.
SALLY
I need to go work on a group project!
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BEACON STREET HOTEL (1969)
SALLY with MAHALIA, GRACE, BONGCHA, and FAI.
BONG-CHA
That’s what he’s coming at us with? Building violations?
HA.
MAHALIA
Building violations. Smart.
BONG-CHA
No, it’s smart, that’s what–
Yeah, I thought so too.
SALLY
That’s really all I can tell you. Goodbye.
MAHALIA
Of course. See you later.
SALLY
See you l–
What? No, you won’t. Because–
MAHALIA
Sure, I know, but I’ll see you later.
SALLY
No. You won’t.
MAHALIA
Right. Fai, do you still know how to fix stairs?
FAI
Uh was Fred Hampton great at pool?
…
He was, he was great at pool.
GRACE
You’re going to have to fix the floor with all the names you’ve dropped–
FAI
We played pool together. I won.
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GRACE
I thought you tied.
FAI
All right but we both won
MAHALIA
Get everyone from Red Guard, we’ll fix the stairs.
But first, lunch. It was Bong-Cha’s turn today.
MAHALIA produces a tray of noodles.
SALLY
They’ll be here Thursday.
MAHALIA
We heard you. We’re hungry. I thought you were going.
SALLY
I am.
Is that japchae?
BONG-CHA
Authentic.
FAI
Whose recipe?
BONG-CHA
Mine. And my Dad’s.
MAHALIA
I still haven’t met your father, the phantom pharmacist.
BONG-CHA
Yeah it’s cool we’ll get to it
MAHALIA
(to FAI and GRACE)
And tell me, you two:
Are you still…?
FAI
Oh, us?
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FAI
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
Ohhhh…

GRACE
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA
Ahaaaa…

*

MAHALIA
Well, you seem very torn up about it.
SALLY
You two dated?
GRACE
For like a month.
FAI
And a half.
GRACE
Yeah, well, it was a while ago.
Too much politics. Too much yelling.
Anyway, you got too busy.
FAI
I date the movement.
BONG-CHA
Oh, booooo, how have you ever gotten
any?

MAHALIA
You are officially banned. You’re banned.

SALLY
Ahahaha I thought you all hated each other.
FAI
What, are you kidding? These are my comrades.
(off MAHALIA’s visible discomfort,
amused)
She hates that word.
MAHALIA
I just really wish you wouldn’t call me that in public–
SALLY
It just seems like you’re always fighting.
MAHALIA
Well, we’re still here, right?

*
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SALLY
Right.
Cool.
…
See, this is what I thought Asian American Club would be like–
BONG-CHA
Please, if you say “Asian American Club” again I think I’m gonna puke.
MAHALIA
Another violation for the Department of Housing.
SALLY
What’s wrong with Asian American Club?
BONG-CHA
Nothing. Whatever. I’ll see you in British Lit.
Beat.
SALLY
Right then. Bye.
MAHALIA
See you later.
SALLY
NO YOU WILL NOT.
SALLY exits. They eat in silence. SALLY
returns and grabs a plate.
MAHALIA
Get water too. You’re with me on paint duty.
SALLY
I can stay for lunch, I’m only–
MAHALIA
Sure. Right.
BONG-CHA
We also wanted to talk to you later, Mahalia.
MAHALIA
About what?
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GRACE
Not today.
BONG-CHA
Yes, today–
FAI
(Changing the subject)
Hey, what if we did start a club? Not like a school club, but a– Like the Red Guard pool
hall.
GRACE
What, are you gonna teach Crispus Attucks University kids how to fight cops?
FAI
That’s not all we do!
GRACE
The way you talk about it–
FAI
WE DO MOVIE NIGHTS!
MAHALIA
What is the movie this week?
FAI
Oh, a great one–
GRACE
And Mr. Pineda’s cooking.
MAHALIA
Oh, well I’ll need to be there.

BONG-CHA
Oh, yes, yes, yes, yes.
SALLY

Can I come?
BONG-CHA
It’s the same time as British Lit.
You’d have to skip, so…

*
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SALLY
Oh. Yeah. Okay.
…
Can I come?

FUSION KITCHEN RESTAURANT (PRESENT DAY)
The paper lanterns turn off. Three more posters
are removed from the back wall. The japchae is
swapped with plates of quinoa bibimbap. HAEWON and OLIVIA eat and drink champagne.
HAE-WON
How is it?
OLIVIA
It’s uh
It’s interesting!
Never thought I’d get to try quinoa bibimbap.
HAE-WON
Good, interesting is good.
My friend once showed me this tweet from this very famous chef – the best fusion
cuisine does not attempt to overpower either of the original cuisines, they simply elevate
them both.
(to the kitchen)
Our compliments to the chef, our compliments!
OLIVIA
Hey, I wanted to ask if you were okay.
HAE-WON
Thank you – it’s been really tough.
OLIVIA
It must have been so scary.
HAE-WON
Just the rage in his eyes!
OLIVIA
Oh my God-
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HAE-WON
A whole-ass shoe!
OLIVIA
I’m so sorry!
HAE-WON
It’s just getting worse, isn’t it? Just progressively worse. And now it’s taken such an ugly
turn.
Don’t you worry, though. I’m taking care of it – I just met with the Council Member
yesterday and we’re already working on a juicy little piece of legislation that should sort
the whole thing out.
OLIVIA
Oh, I’d love to hear more about it–
HAE-WON
All in good time, darling, all in good time.
OLIVIA
Did you get a chance to lay down or anything?
HAE-WON
The Council Member gave me the night off.
OLIVIA
Are your nights usually not off?
HAE-WON
It’s politics, you know. There are no nights off. Even now, I’m fielding emails and calls
from the press and friends from the capital and The Atlantic...
OLIVIA
Wow.
HAE-WON
But you know all about The Atlantic.
OLIVIA
I mean, I’ve had reviews in there.
HAE-WON
Good ones?
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OLIVIA
Yeah, they were fair.
HAE-WON
Do you think I should say yes to this request for a profile?
OLIVIA
Sure. Why not?
HAE-WON
I shouldn’t, though. Don’t want to politicize this moment.
OLIVIA
Totally.
HAE-WON
But I should probably call them back, though.
OLIVIA
Oh, yeah, I guess–
HAE-WON
Olivia, it’s our first one-on-one sesh! The superstar herself!
OLIVIA
Oh, I’m really not all that much–
HAE-WON
Do not sell yourself short, girl. Girl in the projects works her way out–
Writes an incredible novel about–
Well about everyday Americans trying to get out of poverty, out of oppressive structures–
OLIVIA
Oh, I wouldn’t really say it’s like that.
The book is really more about trying to make people who are in those sorts of
circumstances– Well, them fighting for better conditions, right? Again, all these
interviews I conducted with people who were really there– Well, it’s really a testament or,
I dunno, like a tribute to what they did.
And on the projects? People were just trying to get through the day. Y’know, I don’t think
there was a lot of shame around it or anything.
HAE-WON
Isn’t the whole point to like, NOT be there?
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OLIVIA
I guess?
There was something nice about it though.
Like when you’re in these huge gross, like zero-funding fuckin’ cockroachy housing
projects, there’s a sort of comradery in how… I dunno, awful things are?
Like there’s always someone you can turn to who’s like “yeah, I know, right?”
“Boilers broken again?”
“Power out again?”
“Rats back again?
You know what I mean?
United in just, like, sheer disgust and cynicism that it’s ever gonna get fixed.
I hope they do get fixed, though.
I hope things get better. With this redevelopment.
HAE-WON
With people like you on our side, they have to.
You should speak at our next press conference!
It’ll be right outside your old home!
OLIVIA
Really? Why? What’s happening with it?

HAE-WON
Something incredibly exciting.
The new owners have–
OLIVIA
“Owners?” What are you talking about? It’s public housing, it’s owned by the city.
HAE-WON
Was.
OLIVIA
…
You sold the buildings?
HAE-WON
Well, of course. You should have seen the state of the place. The poor people in that
building are just living in complete squalor.
OLIVIA
Couldn’t you just fix the projects?
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HAE-WON
With what money, Olivia?
In case you haven’t noticed, the city’s broke!
(sips champagne)
My hands were tied!
OLIVIA
This is a lot to process–
HAE-WON
Olivia, this is good!
Wait’ll you see the plans for the renovations.
Touch-screen microwaves, bike rooms, mail rooms, laundry rooms, fitness centers, roof
decks.
OLIVIA
In those buildings?
HAE-WON
The new ones, yes!
OLIVIA
Sorry, so these are for the tenants in the projects right now or…?
Like, you’re not just kicking them out?
HAE-WON
A lot of it is gonna be affordable housing, yes!
And nobody is going to be left in the lurch. Everybody will have the opportunity to
access the new housing.
OLIVIA
Oh! Uh Okay, great!
HAE-WON
This doesn’t matter, Olivia. The point is, this community is finally getting the attention it
deserves – isn’t that good? Imagine growing up in a nice apartment in the center of
Chinatown – comfort, connection, safety. We all want that.
OLIVIA
Right.
Uh
Can I have some time to think about it?
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HAE-WON
Take all the time you need.
Until Thursday, because I need to finalize the lineup.
HAE-WON’s phone rings.
HAE-WON
Excuse me one moment.
(Into the phone)
Hae-Won Park.
(looking excitedly at OLIVIA)
I would love to schedule a profile.
HAE-WON holds up a finger and exits. SUYIN
appears – approaches OLIVIA.
SUYIN
Excuse me.
OLIVIA
Oh, it’s you.
Do you work here?
SUYIN
They wouldn’t hire me.
OLIVIA
What can I do for you?
SUYIN
Don’t talk to her.
OLIVIA
Hae-Won?
No, no, it’s fine, she’s all right.
SUYIN
You can’t trust her.
You can’t trust any of them.
OLIVIA
Sorry, who are you?
SUYIN exits, alerted. HAE-WON enters.
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HAE-WON
Do you have an Atlantic subscription I could borrow?

BEACON STREET HOTEL (1969)
SALLY holds a bucket of paint as MAHALIA
brushes the wall.
SALLY
This is the last thing I can do–
MAHALIA
Sure, sweetie. I know.
Beat.
SALLY
He also said the showers.
MAHALIA
Grace is on it. Mr. Pineda is a plumber.
SALLY
What can’t Mr. Pineda do?
MAHALIA
Hold his liquor.
SALLY
Too bad.
MAHALIA
Good in bed, though.
SALLY
Whoa, okay–
MAHALIA
You asked.
Beat.
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SALLY
Where will you go?
MAHALIA
What do you mean?
SALLY
If it doesn’t work?
If the end of the seven days goes by and…
Well, you’re gonna have to go to the Jones Houses.
MAHALIA
I’m not going to the Jones Houses.
SALLY
Where, then?
MAHALIA
I’m not going anywhere.
SALLY
But you have to–
MAHALIA

I’m not
going
anywhere.
GRACE, BONG-CHA, and FAI enter.
GRACE slams a stack of fliers and a stack of
Red Books on the bookshelf.
MAHALIA
(to FAI)
Again with the books? While you were fixing the stairs?
FAI
I just had them with me!
MAHALIA
You just carry a stack of Little Red Books with you wherever you go?
BONG-CHA
He does.
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MAHALIA
So what is it?
FAI
The stairs are all fixed – Red Guard is finishing the top floor.
GRACE
The showers are good too, checked myself.
We’ll need to swap out the pipes in like two years, but it’s not a violation anymore.
BONG-CHA
And I see the paint is coming along, so–
MAHALIA
And I see you’re coming to ask me something.
GRACE
I’m not. She wanted to do it.
And talked him into it.
FAI
It was the japchae.
Also she said she’d support Red Guard priorities so…
BONG-CHA
Listen, Mahalia, you have to admit: without our help–
Which we’re happy to give–
MAHALIA
And which is greatly appreciated–
BONG-CHA
This wouldn’t have been done. Not without AAPA or Red Guard or KDP.
MAHALIA
I admit, I acknowledge, I do all these things. What’s your point?
BONG-CHA
We want to talk next stages.
MAHALIA
“Next stages?”
BONG-CHA
For the movement.
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MAHALIA
Which movement would that be?
BONG-CHA
Against the War.
FAI
Against capitalism.
GRACE
Against imperialism.
I didn’t want to do this now, for the record.
MAHALIA
Let’s get through this week.
BONG-CHA
All these things are connected to what you’re experiencing–
MAHALIA
You think I don’t know that?
BONG-CHA
Every day, Asians and other are being butchered for the profits of–
FAI
The capitalist class. Hey, this is from my pamphlet! Like, literally a direct quote–
BONG-CHA
I was proudly elected by the Asian American student body to represent our Asian
American communities and / third-world people at large–
FAI
–third-world people at large – look, I’m not in college but I think this is plagiarism–
BONG-CHA
My point is that all these issues are connected–
With all due respect–
When this is over, we need to be out on the streets! And I need you with us!
MAHALIA
This is not the time.
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GRACE
Agreed. Bong-Cha, maybe we should–
BONG-CHA
We agreed, Grace: I speak for us here!
GRACE
You don’t speak for me!
FAI
Or Red Guard! I gave you a list of our priorities and you haven’t brought them up once–
The fucking pigs are locking up more and more Chinese kids–
SALLY
Gang members–
FAI
And why do you think they’re in a gang exactly?
Maybe you should talk to your dad about why he’s buying up the neighborhood and
jacking up the rent–
Then you can talk to me about gangs.
We need to do something. Now. And we are sitting here painting walls.
BONG-CHA
I was getting to all that.
FAI
Really? Seemed like you needed a reminder.
MAHALIA
Enough. Listen to me: when you’ve got the city beating on your door one day and
immigration the next, when you’ve got seven days to make sure you and ninety-seven
people aren’t thrown out on the street – then tell me we’re doing nothing. You want to
lead movements? Both of you?
BONG-CHA
I am.

FAI
I am.

MAHALIA
Then buckle up, because most of the time, this is what it is.
Making sure you and your people survive the night.
I’m happy to discuss these issues with you. But not now.

*
*
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FAI
We need your help.
And you need ours.
For Chinatown.
BONG-CHA
For all Asian Americans and oppressed people.
MAHALIA
Take off your capes, Justice League.
SALLY
They don’t all wear capes.

MAHALIA
Shush. Before you go flying around to save the entire world, maybe take a look next
door.
FAI
Yeah–
MAHALIA
You too, Chairman.
BONG-CHA
So you just don’t care about the rest of–?

No, not right now I don’t!

MAHALIA

Does that make me horrible? Go write an essay about it.
If you try to build a community off a growing list of personal favors, you’ll eventually
end up on the other side of the bulldozer.
Now, you need to ask yourself who you’re really in this for.
If your answer this week is anything but the tenants in this building, there’s the door.
…
But of course you know that if they force us out
You’ll be next.
All of you.
(to SALLY)
Even you, Davenport Street.
…
We can either divide now and be crushed.
We can let our arguments over theory cloud our vision.
Or we can see the real enemy
for who they are.
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SALLY
I think I preferred when we were talking about movie night.

CHINATOWN (PRESENT DAY)
The Christmas lights turn on, the paper lanterns
off. Two rows of apartment buildings on the
model are replaced by condominiums. A cart is
rolled onstage. SUYIN pulls an old Windows
keyboard from it and types slowly. HAE-WON
appears.
HAE-WON
Thank you for visiting the New Chinatown Affordable Housing online application portal.
Please enter your name.
(SUYIN types.)
Please enter your date of birth.
(SUYIN types.)
Please select your citizenship status.
(SUYIN clicks the spacebar.)
Please enter your current address.
(SUYIN types.)
Are you a current resident of a Public Housing Authority-owned complex? Check YES
or–
(SUYIN clicks.)
Please enter your annual household income.
(Beat. SUYIN types.)
Okay. Here is a listing for a one-bedroom suite in the new Beacon Street Complex – note:
as the property is still under construction, these images are previsualizations only.
…
I’m sorry. You have not met the minimum annual household income threshold – $76,000
– to apply for this listing. But don’t worry! We offer many other affordable listings across
our site.
(SUYIN clicks.)
I’m sorry. You have not met the minimum annual household income threshold – $67,000
– to apply for this listing.
(SUYIN clicks.)
–$78,000–
(SUYIN clicks.)
–$68,000–
(SUYIN clicks.)
–ninety-seven–
(SUYIN clicks.)
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–fifty-nine–
(SUYIN clicks.)
–eighty-two–
(SUYIN clicks.)
–one hundred–
(SUYIN clicks.)
–sixty-five–
SUYIN puts away her keyboard in frustration.
NATHAN enters and places a letter in SUYIN’s
cart. She opens it. Her face sinks. Silence.

ART GALLERY (PRESENT DAY)
Three more posters disappear. OLIVIA and
ANALYN in an art gallery.
ANALYN
An art gallery in Chinatown!
I feel like every time I turn around there are more art galleries popping up.
I mean, that’s always a great sign!
I can’t wait to live down the block.
OLIVIA
Nathan’s still getting you the place in our building?
ANALYN
Ahaha yup! I mean he’d better!
OLIVIA
Yeah, he’s been promising for a while, right?
ANALYN
Ahahahaha he’d better
OLIVIA
It’s really uh
ANALYN
There are a lot of penises in these photos
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OLIVIA
Yeah
ANALYN
I think they’re referring to something bigger, though.
OLIVIA
(pointing to one)
He’d better hope so.
ANALYN
Oooh! Got him!
OLIVIA
Sorry. If you know the artist or something–
ANALYN
I do, actually.
OLIVIA
You–?
Oh God, I am so sorry, I didn’t–
ANALYN
No, no, no – he’ll live.
OLIVIA
How do you know him?
ANALYN
I trained the staff here, and that means the artists too.
OLIVIA
Did they work? The trainings?
ANALYN
Uhm
(scanning the room)
Wellllll let me seeeeee hmmmmm
There! On the far wall.
OLIVIA
“We acknowledge this gallery is built on the land of the Erie People–”
ANALYN
Guess they listened a little bit!
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OLIVIA
I thought this was Peoria land though.
Beat.
ANALYN
(Writes an email)
Shit.
Goddamn Goog–
It probably–
OLIVIA
It’s really okay, Analyn. Have you heard of Native / Land.ca?
ANALYN
Olivia, that’s so sweet of you, but this is on me. I admit wrongdoing here. I admit I’ve
done harm–
OLIVIA
That’s good of you, Analyn, you know your commitment to being better has always been
so–
ANALYN

FUCK! SHIT-ASS!!!
OLIVIA
– inspiring.
ANALYN
Sorry, can you give me a moment?
(Dials on her phone)
Hi, Adrienne?
Yeah, so did you tell the Yoko Gallery that this was on Erie land?
…
Okay, well somebody did, all right, Adrienne? So–?
…
Okay, well I obviously meant Peoria–
Hasn’t anybody ever heard of fact-checking?!
…
NO. No, no, no, do you want to know what the problem is here?
Think about how this reflects on us.
Us. Us. US. How it reflects on US.
…
All right. All right. I admit I have done harm. And I apologize for that.
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I admit full wrongdoing here okay SO

LET’S FIX THE FUCKING
SIGN, ALL RIGHT, BECAUSE PEOPLE CAN SEE
THIS! PEOPLE ARE LOOKING AT IT! AND THAT
MEANS PEOPLE ARE LOOKING AT US! AND PEOPLE
ARE GONNA GET HURT AND IF WE ARE NOT
DOING EVERYTHING WE CAN, THEN WHAT IS THE
GODDAMN POINT–?! What was that?
WELL, I’M SORRY FOR YOUR LOSS!
(Hangs up)
…
…
I should call her back, that wasn’t good.
OLIVIA
You seem really, uh
Frustrated.
ANALYN
(sighs)
Three trainings a day.
OLIVIA
That’s tough.
ANALYN
But it’s worth it because they’re leaving more aware of their implicit biases and…
…
And yeah, it’s gonna be really helpful, I think.
…
I’m sure you’re feeling as scared as the rest of us.
Well, I want you to know we’re trying, Olivia.
We’re here, we’re trying, and we’re not going to stop until
…
Until we’re all safe again.
OLIVIA
I really want to believe you.
ANALYN
Don’t you?
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OLIVIA
Ah
It’s not that I don’t think you’re great and you’re probably super knowledgeable but–
I don’t know. Can people really get less prejudiced? Less racist?
And even if they can, like
Can you get to all the horrible prejudiced racist people–
Like in time to save us all? Do you really think–?
ANALYN

YES!
Ahahahaha sorry
Yes.

BEACON STREET HOTEL (1969)
SALLY with BONG-CHA, GRACE, and FAI.
MAHALIA pacing in the back.
SALLY
I’m here with an offer.
FAI
From your parasite father?
MAHALIA
Denied.
SALLY
Not for you.
(to FAI, GRACE, and BONG-CHA)
For you.
FAI
What could your father possibly have to / offer us–?
SALLY
Just…
Just listen.
Fai, he wants to offer the Red Guard–
FAI
We don’t make deals with landlords.
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SALLY
He wants to offer the Red Guard the pool hall.
On Waldorf Circle.
FAI
We have never missed a payment on that pool hall – he can’t offer us–
SALLY
He’d buy it for you. For the Red Guard only.
It’d be yours. You cover electricity and gas. That’s it.
No further payments.
Beat.
FAI
Why should I believe you?
SALLY places a contract on the table. FAI
reads it.
SALLY
I’m just the messenger.
BONG-CHA
This movement is more than just a pool hall–
SALLY
AAPA would have free reign across the city.
Police protection at every one of your rallies.
GRACE
And what insulting offer does he want to make KDP?
SALLY
None.
GRACE
Well. Nothing new there.
SALLY
But he’ll expedite your Lolo’s visa.
Silence.
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GRACE
He can’t do that–
SALLY
He talks to the Mayor every night, the Mayor talks to the Governor, the Governor talks to
the party chair Fred Harris, Fred Harris talks to citizenship.
GRACE
That could take months.
SALLY
Instead of years.
…
Again, only the messenger.
But if you want my advice, take the deal.
If the Mayor wants this building down (and he does), it’s coming down.
I don’t want you inside it when it does. Or in jail. Or deported.
Take the deal and nobody will get hurt.
I promise.
MAHALIA
And what about us?
SALLY
You can live in the Jones Houses until you find something better–
MAHALIA
We get nothing.
SALLY
I just said–
MAHALIA
We get nothing.
As always, we get nothing.
So some of us go live in the Jones Houses.
If there’s space.
SALLY
That’s always been how it is–
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MAHALIA
I’ve heard how that went down with Torren Hill and Wilson Park. A few found housing in
the Jones Houses – where there was room. They gave testimony on TV and the radio. The
rest of them? Out on the street.
SALLY
It can’t work out every time–
MAHALIA
It’s not supposed to work out. Anytime.
SALLY
I’m trying to protect you!
MAHALIA
Is that what you tell yourself to get to sleep at night?
Which side are you on, Sally?
Beat.
SALLY
(to the others)
Please just think about it.
BONG-CHA
You think you can get me to break for some police protection?
I was democratically elected to represent the Asian American student body–
SALLY
Is that right? Bong-Cha Jacobsen?
Beat.
FAI
What?
BONG-CHA
Fuck you.
SALLY
Democratically elected to represent the Asian American student body and scared to say
her own last name in front of anyone!
BONG-CHA
I’m not–
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GRACE
What’s she talking about?
BONG-CHA
I don’t want to talk about this.
FAI
Your last name is “Jacobsen?”
How does she–?
SALLY
Roll call.
GRACE
I get it, Bong-Cha, my mom changed her name on the way over–
BONG-CHA
She didn’t–
My dad is white, okay?
I didn’t–
I don’t–
Beat.
GRACE
That’s all right.
Nobody cares.
BONG-CHA
You do, though.
I can tell.
You all do.
BONG-CHA exits. Beat.
SALLY
I know it seems heartless. I know I seem heartless.
I wish it were different. I wish all of this were different.
But there’s nothing I can do about it.
There’s nothing I can do to help you.
You have–
I really appreciate what you all do.
But I can’t–
You can’t win. You can barely go five minutes without screaming at one another.
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And if you don’t leave, they’ll come and they’ll come armed.
Make it easier on yourself. Survive.
MAHALIA
Is that what people like your father teach their children?
…
I think you’re going to go very far, Sally.
And you’re going to be very alone.
Best of luck.
MAHALIA exits.
SALLY
You two think about it. All right?
And tell Bong-Cha–
FAI
Tell her yourself.
Red Guard doesn’t make deals with landlords.
(to GRACE)
Hey. We’ll deal with this, all right?
FAI exits. GRACE approaches SALLY, stands
close to her.
SALLY
Grace–
GRACE slaps SALLY across the face. She
exits.
SALLY is alone. She stands by herself. Long
silence. She exits.
BONG-CHA enters.
TEACHER’S VOICE
Roll call.
Jacobsen.
…
Jacobsen.
…
Jacobsen–
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BONG-CHA
Here.
TEACHER’S VOICE
Answer quicker next time.
BONG-CHA
Sorry.

INTERVIEW (PRESENT DAY)
The paper lanterns flicker off. HAE-WON
appears. More posters are taken off the wall
behind her to reveal the exposed brick.
HAE-WON
Dave! Thanks for having me.
Dave, I don’t want anybody to view me as a figurehead or a hero.
Because it’s not just about me.
Our grandparents came to this country to escape dictators, to escape poverty, to escape
communism — enduring countless hardships, suffering from the prejudice thrust upon
them by the white supremacist patriarchy. All so their children and their children’s
children could have the shot at success that we know this country can offer.
Blockbuster movies like “Shang-Chi” and “Crazy Rich Asians” have proven that our
stories are not only palatable to American audiences, but are just as profitable as any of
its white counterparts.
Why does that matter? Well, when the country sees people not only seeing, but paying to
see, our community as the leaders, thinkers, and builders that we actually are, they
understand that we are as much a part of this country’s fabric as they are. And then, and
only then, can we truly achieve a meaningful peace between us.
So if I want the country to know anything about me - which I don’t know if they should it’s that Asian Americans are stronger than you can imagine. And we will get through
this. As a community. To those that oppose us, to those that oppose us developing a
community by, of, and for Asian Americans, I say: do your worst. We will be ready for
you. You will not stop us.
…
Yes, as it turns out, the protestor appears to have been a representative of certain radical
factions that are opposed to the Chinatown redevelopment project.
Well, on the redevelopment, I would say that you can be assured the community approves
of it because the community is leading the project. And I say that as a member of this
community. And if any protester thinks the right course of action against something they
disagree with is an act of violence, they are not a protestor, but a domestic terrorist.
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Yes, I would like to address that - as a representative of the City Council Member, I am
very proud to have worked on his new piece of legislation (you’ve heard of the BOBA
Act, right?) that would introduce new task forces in local and state police departments
specifically equipped to deal with this sort of domestic terrorism before the violence
occurs.
We’re doing this, Dave, because there’s no point in building a community project if the
community and the project aren’t protected. No point at all.
So no. I’m not a hero.
Well, I don’t care who says it, Dave. I’m not.
I’m...
Just a person.
An Asian Ame–
No. An American.
Who loves this community.
Who loves this country.
With every fiber of her being.
The phone rings. HAE-WON answers.
HAE-WON
Dave! Thanks for having me.

THE SWINGS (PRESENT DAY)
A cart rolls onstage. OLIVIA sits on the swings.
SUYIN catches the cart. Sounds of protests in
the distance.
OLIVIA
You again.
SUYIN
You don’t live here.
OLIVIA
No. I used to, though.
You don’t mind? I needed some space.
SUYIN
There’s a new park.
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OLIVIA
I know. I’ve been.
I just needed a place that felt... I dunno. Familiar.
Which building are you?
Beat. The protests in the distance continue.
OLIVIA
They’re still at it, huh?
Hope they’re sleeping.
SUYIN
They’re angry.
OLIVIA
No, I got that.
Beat.
OLIVIA
Did you grow up around here?
SUYIN
Yes.
OLIVIA
Same. Whereabouts?
SUYIN
Davenport Street. And 23rd.
OLIVIA
Oh, fancy.
SUYIN
A long time ago.
OLIVIA
Funny, I wrote a book about this place - and like half the neighborhood doesn’t know
what I’m talking about.
You remember it, though, right?
SUYIN
I remember it.
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OLIVIA
You lived here when the cops came, right?
SUYIN
I remember it.
Beat.
OLIVIA
God, I remember conducting all those interviews with people who were around for that–
Like not only in the neighborhood, but like in the actual Beacon Street Hotel–
Even though it was always phone or email, I just felt so–
I dunno– Connected to them.
The bravery, right?
Isn’t it so inspiring?
It reminds me of my friends–
Hae-Won–
Who, by the way, I don’t know what your deal is with her, but she’s actually really cool–
Is always talking about being proud about where we’re from, about who we are.
And I think we just gotta be, right?
…
Are you gonna just stare at me?
…
Can you at least tell me your name?

SUYIN
Suyin.
OLIVIA
Suyin. Good to meet you.
I feel like we’ve met before.
Right?
SUYIN
You know who I am.
OLIVIA
What?
SUYIN
I said: you know who I am, Olivia.
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OLIVIA
... What?
The noise of the protests becomes deafening.
OLIVIA’s posture shifts. SUYIN stands to
leave.
OLIVIA
Wait! Don’t-!
SUYIN
I’ll see you again, Olivia. Soon.
SUYIN exits.
OLIVIA
STOP!
The sound of protests. A scraping, like nails on a
chalkboard. OLIVIA’s posture changes
explosively. Her voice changes. She is SALLY.

CHINATOWN (1969)
SALLY hands a piece of paper to MAHALIA,
who has just appeared. MAHALIA brandishes
the paper defiantly.
MAHALIA
Makinig ka’yo! Residents of the Beacon Street Hotel!
We have received word that the police will be raiding our building!
In two days!
GRACE appears with another piece of paper.
GRACE
In just two days, the Manongs will be expected to find housing in another part of town.
FAI
The puppets of capital in city hall claim that accommodations have been made for the
residents in the already overcrowded, inhumane Jones Houses.
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BONG-CHA
Three of our fellow students who have been working as interns at city hall have
discovered that this is completely false.
GRACE
People like you and me, we have been lucky enough to have grown up learning English,
learning how to navigate this city–
FAI
Comrades, we’re lucky enough to have found safety in one another, in our collective
struggle for liberation–
BONG-CHA
We’re lucky enough to have been able to attend college, to have the wherewithal to find
the information this state and this school do not want us to find–
MAHALIA
I ask our dear new owner: where the hell do you want us to go?
BONG-CHA / FAI / GRACE
We are building an international movement–
BONG-CHA
Against imperialism!
FAI
Against capitalism!
GRACE
Against colonialism!
ALL
These are our people!
This is our community!
MAHALIA
Our neighbors!
GRACE
Our Lolos and Lolas!
BONG-CHA
Our fellow Asian Americans!
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FAI
Our comrades, our fellow workers!
ALL
(Holding up the notice)
And this is our enemy!
GRACE
This “owner!”
BONG-CHA
This “landlord!”
FAI
This parasite!
MAHALIA
Make no mistake: we keep each other safe!
This building belongs to us!
FAI
And this…
GRACE
This…
BONG-CHA
This…
BONG-CHA / FAI / GRACE
…is only the beginning!
MAHALIA
Huh?
FAI
We’ll talk later.
MAHALIA
Okay…
ALL
So we say to this Martin Zhou:
We won’t go!
We are here and we are here to stay!
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CHINATOWN (PRESENT DAY)
SUYIN pushes a cart full of clothes and other
belongings through the audience and hauls it
onstage. She rifles through a trash can. She pulls
out plastic water bottles and puts them in a
white trash bag.
She puts the trash bag in her shopping cart. She
looks up sharply. Looks behind her. Gasps.
Blackout. The sound of glass breaking on a
person’s body.
Elsewhere, ANALYN, OLIVIA, NATHAN,
and HAE-WON get notifications on their
phone. They look. Heartbreak.

A MEETING (PRESENT DAY)
NATHAN, HAE-WON, and OLIVIA sit
around the model. ANALYN paces.
ANALYN
A training inside city hall. In the police department. In your office, Nathan.
NATHAN
You’ve done a training with us, Analyn – there’s no interest in another one.
HAE-WON
The city won’t pay for a training session.
If you’d be willing to go pro-bono–
ANALYN

There has to be something we can do!
OLIVIA
Who was she? Did we find out?
NATHAN
Nothing about her.
She didn’t want her name out there.
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HAE-WON
Says she lives in the projects, though.
I keep telling everyone, it’s not safe.
NATHAN
That’s the city’s problem!
HAE-WON
We’re trying!
I keep telling you in the email chain–
(baby voice)
Or maybe the pewson who’s weading them to you didn’t / wead them wight–
NATHAN
Seriously? You’re doing this right now?
OLIVIA
Well look you could move all the tenants from the projects into like unused rooms at a
hotel? I mean they’ll be living in those new buildings anyway–
NATHAN
You told her what?
OLIVIA
Hae-Won said the tenants of the proejcts would be able to access all the new buildings–
NATHAN
OH. Yes, yes, of course–
HAE-WON
We’re been increasing security presence around the projects, we’ve been putting out
safety posters, we’ve been having people drive by the building several times per hour all
night–
ANALYN
So you’re telling me nothing works!
HAE-WON
Sometimes people go where an officer can’t see them!
I can’t just control where people go at night, Analyn – this isn’t China!
NATHAN
More officers.
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ANALYN
What?
NATHAN
Your officers are preoccupied with all this other stuff– traffic tickets, speedtraps–
Wasting their goddamn time – and mine – with all this useless bullshit! While people are
getting hurt!
Put them to use for a change!
HAE-WON
I can’t just impose a police presence wherever you want, whenever you want–
Again! Not China!
NATHAN
Then we need to get the word out there! Right?
ANALYN
You think they’re going to listen to you? When all these protesters are out there trying to
stop–
NATHAN
(Shushing her, noting OLIVIA)
Tsh-sh-sh-shhhhh
HAE-WON
Olivia. Will you join us for a press conference?
OLIVIA
Of course. About what?
ANALYN
As if press conferences do anything–
HAE-WON
Olivia. People trust you.
You’re a local hero.
I saw a “Graffiti” of you on the wall – I took a photo of it.
They’ll listen to you.
NATHAN
Olivia, please. For the community.
ANALYN
Olivia, please. We need to do something.
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OLIVIA stands. HAE-WON places a podium
in front of her.
HAE-WON
Thank you, everyone. Mr. Mayor. I am thrilled to welcome to City Hall a pillar of Asian
American culture and a proud lifelong resident of Chinatown. Please welcome author and
activist–
OLIVIA
“Activist?”
HAE-WON
–and activist Olivia Huang. Olivia, the floor is yours.
OLIVIA
My name is Olivia Huang. I am an author and I grew up down the block, right where a
woman was attacked the other night.
Our communities are under threat.
Every day, a new horror story in the news. Every day, another reason to not leave the
house. We are sick of being afraid. We are sick of being targeted.
And that is why I am joining our community to call on City Hall to gather for an
emergency session and vote yes on The BOBA Act. This bill would provide additional
vital funding to local law enforcement and improving their already-thriving hate crime
task force.
This will be a vital step towards improving safety in our community.
Please call your lawmakers and demand they support this piece of legislation.
#StopAsianHa–
NATHAN
(Quietly)
You don’t have to read / the hashtag.
OLIVIA
Oh, I don’t have to read the hasht–?
Okay, thank you.
SUYIN pushes her cart through the street.
There’s a bandage on her head. OLIVIA meets
her gaze.
OLIVIA
I am looking out my window and somebody is looking back at me.
…
Are you all right?
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CHINATOWN (PRESENT DAY)
SUYIN rifles through the trash. Police
headlights. A siren. SUYIN whirls around. The
sound of car doors opening. A flashlight in her
face. She sighs.
SUYIN
Am I being detained, officer?

SALLY’S HOUSE (1969)
The shadow of SALLY’S DAD looms larger
over the model – it grows larger and larger.
SALLY sits.
A SHADOW OF SALLY’S DAD
Mr. Mayor?
No, they’re not leaving.
…
No, no, no, Mr. Mayor, these squatters are not reflective of this community.
They are nobody.
…
Who is our community?
Business leaders!
Scholars!
Legal citizens!
Americans.
…
I agree.
But there’s not a whole lot I can do about that.
I’ve sent the notice, they clearly understand and you can bet they’re preparing for the
weekend.
…
It can’t wait, Mr. Mayor.
We need you to move on this.
…
Optics? What optics? Communities want renewal, communities want a city they can
enjoy looking at, that they can be proud of. They want to feel safe again. They want
this to end.
…
How soon can it happen?
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SALLY stands up.
SALLY
I forgot to drop something off.
She hurriedly scribbles down a note.

BEACON STREET HOTEL (1969)
MAHALIA, FAI, BONG-CHA, and GRACE
stand with SALLY’s note.
MAHALIA
Tonight.
They’re coming tonight.
…
They’ll be here in two hours.
ALL look to one another.
BONG-CHA
Sally–?
MAHALIA
(reading the note)
She says “I would be there with you but–” there’s a bunch of stuff crossed out, like she
kept starting over– oh, “but my stomach hurts.”
FAI
We haven’t finished all the windows. We don’t have enough volunteers with the seniors.
MAHALIA
Grace, help train people downstairs.
GRACE
I’m not leaving my Lolo.
FAI
I’ll do it.
MAHALIA
I’ll do it.
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FAI
I just said–
MAHALIA
Red Guard has a reputation for… aggressively confronting police.
I know, I know what you’ll say, but I can’t have violence outside the hotel.
FAI
That’s what we need–
MAHALIA
Not when there are seniors upstairs.
FAI
We need action! This is what they want us to do, they want us to ease up so that when
they come for us–
BONG-CHA
I can help train.
MAHALIA
(to BONG-CHA)
I need you to run and get all the volunteers promised for Saturday. Have them all split up
and find five volunteers in the area. Fai, call your “comrades” –
FAI
I want to help train them.
We can’t let them get through.
MAHALIA
(taking him by the shoulders)
Fai.
We need the rest of the Red Guard. We need the Panthers. We need the Jewish Student
Union.
I need you to do what nobody else can do right now.
Get them here.
When you get here, we will prepare for the worst.
And we need you for that too, comrade.
Beat. FAI nods and exits.
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MAHALIA
(to GRACE)
Go. Be with your Lolo.
GRACE
We don’t have enough people.
BONG-CHA
I’ll fix that.
I’ll try.
I was elected by the…
I’ll try.

THE SWING (PRESENT DAY)
OLIVIA swings back and forth. The sounds of
protest in the distance.
SUYIN enters with her cart. There’s still a cloth
bandage wrapped around her head – but now
another around her ankle. SUYIN points at
OLIVIA’s water bottle.
SUYIN
You done with that?
OLIVIA
(handing her the bottle)
Oh. Yeah. Thanks.
Are you gonna tell me how you know my name?
Beat.
SUYIN
Your book.
OLIVIA
You’re telling me you know me from my book?
And you know who my friends are and where I eat lunch… from my book?
SUYIN
Sure.
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Silence. SUYIN begins rifling through the trash
can again. OLIVIA sits on the swing.
OLIVIA
So that’s it? Nothing?
SUYIN
I am still here.
Awkward beat.
OLIVIA
Have you had it checked out yet? Your head.
SUYIN
I will be fine.
OLIVIA
What happened?
Beat.
SUYIN
I was attacked.
OLIVIA
Oh my God–
Oh my God, it was you.
The fucking BASTARDSIt’s been happening more and more lately, my friends and I are actually working on trying
to stop all that stuff so rest assured we’re not gonna stop until this is all better–
When did it happen? Were you out late?
SUYIN
I was out late.
OLIVIA
For work?
SUYIN
(Somehow colder)
No.
OLIVIA
And your ankle too?
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SUYIN
That was a different–
OLIVIA
It happened again?
That is just–
SUYIN
It was a cop.
I was looking in a dumpster behind a grocery store. You know how much they throw
away?
OLIVIA
You should report him.
SUYIN
Ha.
OLIVIA
The fucking protests and the violence and theIt just doesn’t fucking stop, does it?
SUYIN
What do the protests have to do with it?
OLIVIA
Well it’s just this racist anger, right? At us. At Asian AmericansWhenever we take a little bit of space for ourselves, whenever we act a little too much
like we, I dunno, live here, they get all up in arms!
SUYIN
...
Do you think that’s what the protests are about?
Beat. SUYIN laughs and laughs and laughs.
SUYIN
They really got to you, didn’t they?
OLIVIA
What are you talking about? What’s funny?
SUYIN
You’re an idiot.
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Beat.
OLIVIA
What the fuck is your problem?
SUYIN
I told you: you can’t trust them. Hae-Won, Analyn, Nathan…
OLIVIA
Leave me alone. And leave me the hell out of whatever bullshit this is.
Go on. Go away.
SUYIN
I live here.
OLIVIA
I lived here too.
SUYIN
You haven’t lived here for a long time, Olivia.
I hope one day you’ll know the real neighborhood.

OLIVIA’S APARTMENT (PRESENT DAY)
HAE-WON, NATHAN, and ANALYN appear,
holding glasses. HAE-WON hands a glass to
OLIVIA.
OLIVIA
(to SUYIN)
I am looking out my window and somebody is looking back at me–
HAE-WON
What was that?
SUYIN exits.
HAE-WON
To Olivia and this beautiful new apartmentANALYN
And her wine fridge!
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HAE-WON
And her wine fridge!
NATHAN
And the handsome guy who made it all / happenHAE-WON

ANALYN
Nathan, honestly.

No, no, no.

NATHAN
Fine, to Olivia and the apartment and the wine fridge and not me!
ALL raise their glasses. They drink.
OLIVIA
Thank you all for coming today - it’s been really weird lately and I’m justIt’s nice to be celebrating with friends.
NATHAN
Love friends.
OLIVIA
Yes.
NATHAN
Just friends.
OLIVIA
Yup. Confirmed.
NATHAN
OnlyOLIVIA
Overdoing it.
NATHAN
Sorry.
HAE-WON
I love how the place is coming in - it’s all so fresh and new! My Samchon in Seoul has
this kinda space.
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NATHAN
This much space in KOREA?
HAE-WON
(Doing a “he’s loaded” motion)
Y’know.
NATHAN
Good for him. I mean, this is a deal here, but in Korea - hoo boy, your Samchon’s living
the dream.
ANALYN
Nathan, I’m next. Don’t forget. I’m gonna need some of that space soon.
NATHAN
Working on it.
ANALYN
No, you don’t understand.
I am overseeing a program to help make people acknowledge their implicit biases and
become anti-racists and NOBODY IS LISTENING and the only thing that will make me
feel like I am not completely fucking worthless is a jacuzzi bathtub RIGHT NOW, do you
understand me?
NATHAN
Damn, woman, I told you I’m working on it-!
ANALYN
You DO NOT talk to me like that!

HAE-WON
Nathan, come on!

NATHAN
I meant to say that I said I’d get you on the list and I will!
ANALYN
Wait. Wait wait wait.
I’m not even on the LIST?!
NATHAN
I told you, there are limited slots and there’s only so many people I can sneak in!
ANALYN
You promised me MONTHS agoHAE-WON
Not cool, Nathan.
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ANALYN
Why didn’t you just say no?
NATHAN
I will GET you a good deal somewhereANALYN
Just not your best, right?
What happened, Nathan?
I literally told my boyfriend not to look anywhere elseNATHAN
Jake?
NATHAN bitterly sips his drink. ANALYN
notices.
ANALYN
Are you fucking kidding me right now?
Are you this bad at handling rejection?
OLIVIA
Did you try to kiss her too?
ANALYN
YOU TRIED TO KISS OLIVIA TOO?!
HAE-WON
YOU TRIED TO KISS THEM BOTH TOO?!
OLIVIA
HE TRIED TO KISS YOU TOO?!
NATHAN
I know what this looks like.
OLIVIA
Did he talk about Asian girls going for white guys with you?
ANALYN
YES, my boyfriend Jake is white / and he’s always-!
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HAE-WON
Oh my God, I can’t believeNathan, you are seriously justDisturbed!
And how come THEY were promised apartments?!

All my LIFE-

NATHAN

All my LIFE,
girls have beenLike they just look at me likeLike just because I’m Asian!
And like I thought this would be a community!
I thought it might be different with / Asian girlsHAE-WON
(Mock-crying)
Oh wuh wuh wuh wuh “Asian Girls” won’t go out with me
ANALYN
Hey gurl I’m Asian go out with me plzzz
OLIVIA
You sound like a fucking incel!
NATHAN
Like YOU all have never taken advantage of–
HAE-WON
What is that supposed to mean?
NATHAN
Read your interview.
Like come on, Hae-Won.
HAE-WON
You need someone to read it to you?
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NATHAN

ANALYN
Illiterate and a whiny little–

(Near tears)
FOR THE LAST GODDAMN
TIME: I CAN FUCKING READ!
STOP TELLING LITERALLY
EVERYONE WE KNOW THAT I
CAN’T FUCKING READ!

HAE-WON
You have no right to criticize ME for my interview / when you–
NATHAN
Oh come ON, Hae-Won!
You knew EXACTLY that this narrative, / this–
HAE-WON
How fucking DARE you–
NATHAN
–the protesters, the violence, the whole focus on Asian American stuff right now would
help you sell this redevelopment project–
“SUPPORT THE REDEVELOPMENT OR YOU’RE RACIST”
HAE-WON
This is YOUR redevelopment project too!
NATHAN
What, you think I object to it? I ADMIRE it.
I’m just owning it!
ANALYN
What you’re saying is absolutely disgusting–
NATHAN
Oh, Analyn: how much have you raked in from your group therapy sessions there?
What is it, up to 75 bucks per head now?
ANALYN
That is completely irrelevant–
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NATHAN
No, yeah, sure.
(pulls out his phone)
Search Gmail: Olivia Huang.
ANALYN chases him around the room.
ANALYN
YOU SICK, SAD LITTLE PERVERT! GIVE / THAT TO ME–!
NATHAN
Oh, what is it, Analyn? Something you wanna tell Olivia?
HAE-WON
Nathan, you stop this nonsense immediately! Olivia–
OLIVIA
What is going on?
NATHAN
This Gmail search function sucks, doesn’t it?
NATHAN tosses his phone to OLIVIA.
OLIVIA
What–?
NATHAN
Read it.
ANALYN
Olivia–
NATHAN
Aloud.
OLIVIA
“She was in–”
NATHAN
No, from the subject line.
OLIVIA
SUBJECT: “Do you remember her?”
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NATHAN
And beneath that?
OLIVIA
Uh–
It’s– can I click this?
NATHAN
Click and hold for link preview.
OLIVIA
Okay, uh
It’s
…
Oh, it’s my Atlantic profile. Why were you all reading my Atlantic profile–?
NATHAN
Now read the email.
HAE-WON
This is so unnecessary.
OLIVIA
Okay, this one’s from Nathan…
“she was in school with us apparently, think i remember seeing her in some lit
class. Grew up in the projects comma”
It actually says “comma–”
“might be a good spokesperson. What could be the angle here?”
…
Hae-Won responds “I read a chapter or two of her book – very radical, might be
hostile. Especially given the subject matter. The Council Member wants to
remind us that real progress can be made if only we decide not to blame,
accuse and demand but to talk, listen and compromise. Would be up for
contacting her if we thought…”
…
“If we thought she could be reined in.”
By now, NATHAN, ANALYN, and HAEWON have formed a circle around OLIVIA.
HAE-WON
Olivia–
OLIVIA
Analyn responds…
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ANALYN
I just want to explain–
OLIVIA
(Her glance silences her)
Analyn responds–
With a quote from my interview…
“I’ve actually been considering moving back to the city sometime – maybe even in
Chinatown, if I can find a place. I love my friends up in Vermont but I’ve felt really
disconnected from any type of larger Asian American community. To fall out of touch with
that part of who you are, to not have ties to your own heritage… It can break your heart.”
…
Analyn goes on to write:
“Here is someone who has been away from the Asian American community and
wants to come back. I understand the ideological concerns but if we do not
become that community for her first, someone else will.”
…
“Not a lot of famous Chinatown voices, for many structural reasons. We need
someone from this neighborhood, of this neighborhood. We should approach
her ASAP, in my view, before she starts hearing the wrong narratives.”
…
“The narrative around the Hotel we can iron out later – demolition and
relocation is part of Phase 2 anyway and by then, she’ll understand what we’re
trying to do… For now, though, please do not mention anything about ownership
or any further plans… I’m going to register for this book signing, if you all could
join me.”
…
You said you just happened to be at the bookstore.
ANALYN
Nathan, you are a fucking prick.
NATHAN
Again.
I’m just owning it.
OLIVIA
What “ownership?” What are you talking about?
HAE-WON
Nothing.
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NATHAN
It’s me.
I own the Beacon Street Hotel.
Granted, I’m not really making all the decisions.
It’s a flat team structure.
HAE-WON
I think you should leave.
NATHAN
But–
HAE-WON
Now.
Beat.
NATHAN
FUCK! Thought this was a community!
NATHAN exits.
ANALYN
Olivia, I know what this looks like–
OLIVIA
What are you doing with the hotel?
HAE-WON
I told you: there will be a great deal of affordable housing–
OLIVIA
How much affordable housing?
HAE-WON
I told you–
OLIVIA
In percentage – what’s the percentage?
HAE-WON
Okay, well if you want it in percentage–
OLIVIA
I do.
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HAE-WON
All right, uh
Okay, well it’s uh
And when you boil it down to a simple number–
OLIVIA
What is it?
HAE-WON
3%.
OLIVIA
…3%?
Three percent?
…
All right, and what’s this “relocation” stuff? And demolition?
HAE-WON
We’re building something better!
OLIVIA
For the residents?
HAE-WON
They will have access to those units of housing, for those within the income threshold–
OLIVIA
And what if they’re not–?
HAE-WON
The residents who are ineligible for the affordable housing lottery–
OLIVIA
“Lottery?!”
HAE-WON
–will be given temporary accommodations in the Jones Houses until they can find
permanent residency–
OLIVIA
It’s public housing!
HAE-WON
I shouldn’t even be talking to you about this, I’m not supposed to be telling anybody–
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OLIVIA
Oh my God, I spoke in press conferences for this–
I signed onto this–
ANALYN
I think we all need to calm down, all right? Maybe these new drinks are too strongOLIVIA
No, enough of that, you tell me why you’re destroying my home–
HAE-WON
It’s not your home, Olivia. It hasn’t been for a long time.
OLIVIA
–and throwing people on the street.
HAE-WON
“Throwing people on the street?!” Olivia, I told you, they’re being relocated–
OLIVIA
“Temporarily.”
HAE-WON
It’s like you said, Olivia: we have people in there who are content living in this… this
squalor! We need to help our people find better situations! Motivate them to be better!
OLIVIA
I won’t let you do this. The community won’t let you do this.
HAE-WON
Well, now you sound like the guy who threw a shoe at me.
Beat. The sounds of protest.
OLIVIA
He lives there.
They all do.
Nathan’s evicting them–
HAE-WON
You shouldn’t act like they’re representative of any larger communityOlivia, honey, I understand you’re upset about the emails–
This is why we wanted to make sure we were able to communicate.
Because we don’t want you to be misinformed. We don’t want people to take advantage
of you.
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OLIVIA
What about you?
HAE-WON
What do you mean?
OLIVIA
Even if this… coordinated plan wasn’t completely insane, which it is–
We had one class together and then you started talking to me after my book came out–
HAE-WON
Yes!
OLIVIA
And that makes us friends?
HAE-WON
(exasperated, but still polite)
We’re friends with successful people, Olivia. It’s just a lifestyle. People who understand
you and your problems. Right? That’s what you want. That’s why you like us. That’s why
we found you. Asian Americans who are leading, thinking, and building. That’s what
we’re all doing. That’s why we’re all here.
OLIVIA
You can’t do this.
I won’t let you do this.
HAE-WON
(A flip, complete ice)

Do not threaten this community, Olivia.
You’ll find it very difficult to live here peacefully when you provoke me.
We have worked very hard to make this neighborhood what it is–
To get where we are today.
OLIVIA
I’m supposed to just not care about you displacing / hundreds of people–?
HAE-WON
Oh, right, right, right–
And you’re just realizing this now. Of course.
Do you really expect me to believe that?
Yes, darling, you can go on telling yourself we deceived you, we wronged you, we
preyed on your innocence.
We both know that you understood exactly who we were – and you like it.
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HAE-WON (CONT’D)

You like the penthouse.
You like the nice green view.
You like the clean streets.
You like feeling safe inside your own home.
You don’t have to be ashamed, Olivia.
You are somebody.
You are important.
You’re safe.
You won.
Don’t you get to enjoy that?
OLIVIA
What about the rest of this neighborhood?
HAE-WON
Your existence is a gift to this neighborhood, Olivia. Those people out there are looking
back at you and thinking: “that brilliant, beautiful, successful Asian woman – that’s
gonna be me someday.” Think of what you’re giving them by being here with us. You’ve
given them everything they could possibly need: a role model. That’s why your success is
so important to me. To us.
ANALYN
There’s nothing wrong with succeeding. It doesn’t make you any less of who you were
before. You can still be that girl from the projects.
OLIVIA runs and stops at the edge of the
model. She stares at the hotel. SUYIN appears
in the audience, staring back.
OLIVIA
I am looking out my window and somebody is looking back at me.
HAE-WON
Olivia?
SUYIN exits.
OLIVIA
II am… having a headache.
And I need to think.
I’ll talk to you all later.
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HAE-WON begins to respond but ANALYN
stops her. Beat. HAE-WON exits. ANALYN
gathers her things.
OLIVIA
Do you really think you can stop it?
ANALYN
Stop what?
OLIVIA
Stop the violence. The hatred.
You really think what you should be doing is just like going into board rooms and trying
to convince powerful white people to check their implicit biases?
ANALYN
I can speak their language, Olivia. It’s my specialty.
OLIVIA
What if it’s your specialty because you’re just like them?
ANALYN
(This hurts. A lot.)
What makes you so different?
OLIVIA
I’m notANALYN
You’re here, Olivia.
Don’t see you out there with the protesters.
What happened to all those people you interviewed and then wrote a book about?
Oh, you don’t know, do you? Interesting. Been busy? …
And don’t think you’re the only one who’s questioning everything around her.
Sure, we could give up the trappings, give up the wine fridge, give up the food courts,
give up the jacuzzi bathsAnd someone else would take it immediately.
I think we all know we can’t really change all of this.
OLIVIA
What if we could, though?
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ANALYN
How?
Joining the protesters?
Sure, go ahead, do it.
Just know that when you do that, they will come for you. Nathan, Hae-Won, your
publisher…
And all of this? The deals, the access, the community…
All of it goes away.
Do you really think it’s worth the risk?
…
I’ll be here for you, Olivia. To talk, to hang out, whatever.
But you go out there, you do it alone.
Maybe you’re right.
Maybe nobody can change enough minds…
But I’m not an idiot.
Just a survivor.
…
Call me.
ANALYN exits. Silence.
BONG-CHA appears. OLIVIA sits – she is
SALLY.
BONG-CHA
Sally.
SALLY
You shouldn’t be here. If my dad sees you–
BONG-CHA
AAPA is gathering to meet at the hotel.
We want you there with us.
SALLY
I’m really sorry.
BONG-CHA
Sally, please.
They’re our people.
SALLY
You saw the way they looked at you. When they heard your last name.
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BONG-CHA
…Yeah.
SALLY
And those are your people?
BONG-CHA
The day our landlord tried to raise our rent, Grace and Mahalia stood outside on the street
for our entire rent strike.
When my little brother was going through a gang initiation, Fai intercepted him and got
him curating movie nights.
They’ll get used to my last name.
They are my people.
Are these yours?
BONG-CHA hands SALLY a bottle.
SALLY
What’s this?
BONG-CHA
For your stomach.
SALLY
Why would you…?
BONG-CHA
(Confused, matter-of-factly)
Because you said your stomach hurt.
BONG-CHA exits. The shadow of SALLY’S
DAD covers the entire space. SALLY stands.
A SHADOW OF SALLY’S DAD
Sally.
You weren’t at dinner.
Again.
SALLY
I was doing homework.
A SHADOW OF SALLY’S DAD
… Somebody saw you.
At the hotel.
Leaving a note.
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SALLY
Dad, they just want to stay in their homes – and, I don’t know–
Like, do we really need another parking lot?
A SHADOW OF SALLY’S DAD
This is so much more complicated than you think.
SALLY
You’re throwing people on the street, Dad! They have nowhere to go!
A SHADOW OF SALLY’S DAD
That’s not our problem.
SALLY
So what is our problem?
A SHADOW OF SALLY’S DAD
Our problem is growing this community!
Showing the world the best we can be!
They need to see who we are!
…
I am trying to help you. You know that.
I am trying to ensure your survival.
I am trying to earn you a place in this community.
Beat.
SALLY
Why do I have to earn it?
A SHADOW OF SALLY’S DAD

Because we’re winners.
Because we are somebody.
Beat.
A SHADOW OF SALLY’S DAD
Come down to dinner now.
Beat.
SALLY
I’m going out.
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A SHADOW OF SALLY’S DAD
Where?
SALLY
To be a nobody.
SALLY puts on her jacket. She steps forward
confidently. Then falters. She’s OLIVIA.

THE BEACON STREET HOTEL (1969/PRESENT DAY?)
FAI, MAHALIA, and BONG-CHA stand,
arms linked. Headlights and flashlights pointed
at their faces. OLIVIA stands facing them.
OLIVIA
I am standing outside my home and somebody is looking back at me.
ALL (EXCEPT OLIVIA)
We won’t go! We won’t go! We won’t go!
OLIVIA
I don’t need to be here.
ALL (EXCEPT OLIVIA)
Go! Go! Fight! Fight!
Housing is a human right!
OLIVIA
I want to be here.
ALL (EXCEPT OLIVIA)
Pigs go home! Pigs go home!
OLIVIA
I am the winner.
MAHALIA steps out of line. Her posture shifts.
She is SUYIN.
SUYIN
Olivia.
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OLIVIA
Suyin.
SUYIN
Do you want a sign?
OLIVIA
Oh, no uh
I’m not here.
I mean I’m here
But I’m not here.
SUYIN
Better join the crowd. The cops are on their way.
More of them than ever.
You’re safer with us.
OLIVIA
I…
SUYIN
Come on, hurry, now, child.
OLIVIA
There are so few of you.
SUYIN
One more if you come on over. We have coffee.
…
It’s not easy. I understand.
It’s not supposed to be.
But you won’t be alone.
OLIVIA
…
I’m sorry.
…
I’ve done the hard part.
I’ve done it since I was a child.
Haven’t I earned what’s easy?
SUYIN
Olivia.
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OLIVIA turns away.
SUYIN
(Calling after her, as if she’s disappearing
into the distance)
Olivia, please.
Olivia!
OLIVIA!
BONG-CHA
Mahalia! We can’t hold them back–
The sound of boots. Louder.
MAHALIA
Why are the Red Guard not moving?
FAI
They’re waiting for instructions.
I may or may not have given them a quick training–
MAHALIA
My God.
And what–?
FAI
They’re waiting for instructions from you.
Beat. MAHALIA nods to him.
MAHALIA
Red Guard! Around the perimeter.
FAI
You heard her, comrades – hold back the pigs!
BONG-CHA
Did you count them?
MAHALIA
I was, I think I stopped at “that’s a lot of fucking cops.”
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BONG-CHA
Fuck…
(a last-minute confession)
I shouldn’t have lied about my last name! Is this the wrong time? I can’t stand the way
you look at me when I–
FAI
There’s nothing wrong with your last name, Bong-Cha.
Or your parents.
I can think of several people we know with worse parents.
MAHALIA
You’re here, Bong-Cha.
I know where you stand.
I know who you are.
If something happens down here, I need you two to lead the fight.
You can handle that, right?
BONG-CHA
…
Absolutely.
I was proudly elected by the Asian American student body to represent our Asian
American communities and third-world people at large.
FAI
(shaking)
I’ve never done this before.
MAHALIA
What are you talking about?
FAI
I’ve never fought cops.
MAHALIA
You’re Red Guard! You’ve met the Panthers!
FAI
Yeah, I’ve met them–!
I host movie night.
I do food banks.
And give out Red Books.
…
I’m scared.
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MAHALIA
That’s good.
That’s what will keep you alive tonight.
I promise you.
I’m sure you’ll all be confronting the police many more times in your lives.
Prepare yourself, comrade.
The sound of boots. The sound of a canister
hitting the pavement. Smoke fills the air. The
sound of boots rushing the stage.
MAHALIA
(Shouting over the approaching boots)
AAPA! KDP! Red Guard! Black Panthers! Jewish Student Union!
I’ve had a lot of you fuckers screaming in my face about your respective agendas!
So much so that I can’t even think about what half of you want.
But you know why we’re here! Why we’re all here!
For decades, this hotel has housed the Manong, the most vulnerable members of my
community! And they are not safe!
And if one of us is not safe, none of us are safe!
We have seen communities in San Francisco, New York, Chicago - leveled for parking
lots and highways! Ordinary people thrown to the curb like refuse! Blacks enslaved,
segregated, and still today murdered by the state! Chinese and Jews, barred entry and
treated as parasites! Japanese Americans thrown in concentration camps! Vietnam,
poisoned and carpet bombed! The Philippines, invaded and looted! Korea, leveled and
divided! Natives, wiped out and plundered! For centuries, a cabal of looters and thugs
have enslaved, bombed, divided, impoverished anywhere and anything they could find all to deepen and fill their cavernous pockets - and today, “comrades,” they have come
for the Beacon Street Hotel! They think the trivial fact that some of us can’t stand to be in
the same room with one another for longer than an hour means we’ll crumble and break
apart like a jigsaw puzzleTonight, we wipe that smug little grin off their faces!
Tonight, we look into the eye of the great beast and we tell one another:
If you hurt, I hurt!
If you bleed, I bleed!
And when you prosper, I prosper!
This city belongs to those who toil in it!
This building is a public good!
(to the cops)
AND YOU, PIGS, ARE NOT WELCOME HERE!
THE BEACON STREET HOTEL STANDS!
WE WON’T GO!
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ALL
WE WON’T GO! WE WON’T GO! WE WON’T GO! WE WON’T GO!
The smoke and the boots overwhelm us.
Screams. Then silence. SALLY stands in the
model – holding a bullhorn and blocking the
hotel.
SALLY
Good evening, officers of Chinatown!
My name is Sally Zhou – you might have seen me at press conferences with my father,
the “owner” of this building! You know him!
He’s the guy whose property you’re protecting!
Because that’s what you do, isn’t it?
That’s who you protect!
But I’ve got some sad news for you:
If you’ve come to raid “my father’s building” –
First, you’re gonna have to get through his daughter!
But you probably don’t care.
To you, I’m nobody.
And she’s a nobody.
And he’s a nobody.
And she’s a nobody.
And she’s a nobody.
And all of them are nobodies.
So COME ON!
Come see what a bunch of nobodies can do.
Boots, sirens, screams, smoke.

A PRESS CONFERENCE (PRESENT DAY)
The smoke clears. HAE-WON emerges from
the din, deadly serious.
HAE-WON
I want to thank our brilliant public safety officers, who stand around me today, for their
fantastic work in apprehending the suspects of the acts of violence against our
community. Since the passing of the Senator’s bill in our State Legislature, we have been
able to make our neighborhood safer - addressing such issues ashate crimes, black market
reselling, fare evasion, unlicensed food vendors...
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HAE-WON (CONT’D)

We have also cleared the way to finally finish the redevelopment of our beautiful
neighborhood - with certain radical elements of the opposition now contained within
designated areas, thanks to the exemplary work of our local law enforcement.
As Americans, as a community of leaders, thinkers, and builders, we are committed to
leaving this neighborhood safer and more prosperous than we found it.
And we will continue our work in that respect for as long as we are allowed.
One community. United behind the future.
Today, I am thrilled to welcome, for our keynote speaker at today’s presentation, a pillar
of this community. She got her start while writing on takeout napkins and chopstick
sleeves in this very building. Ladies and gentlemen, here to introduce the future of
Beacon Street, New York Times bestselling author and Chinatown baby Olivia Huang.
Every building on the model, except for the
Beacon Street Hotel, are replaced with luxury
glass apartment buildings. The last of the
posters from the back wall are removed. The
paper lanterns fall from where they hang,
collapsing to the floor. OLIVIA steps forward.
She looks down at the model. SUYIN sits
across from her and looks along. Silence. We
see OLIVIA shift from herself to SALLY, each
fighting for control of her speech.
OLIVIA OR IS IT SALLY?
I am looking out my window and somebody is looking back at me.
I don’t recognize them.
I don’t recognize the window.
I don’t recognize the wall.
I am looking out my window and don’t recognize the view.
I am looking out my window and making a decision.
There is a sickness in this neighborhood.
There is a sickness in this community.
There is something coming to destroy this neighborhood.
There is something coming to destroy this city.
There is something coming to destroy my home.
There is something coming and nothing can stop it.
Can it?
Brief darkness. Smoke. OLIVIA (OR IS IT
SALLY?) falls to the ground. The sounds of
screams, batons, and sirens. She sits up. It’s
SALLY.
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SALLY
What–?
MAHALIA falls next to her.
SALLY
Mahalia!
MAHALIA
Get inside.
SALLY
Not without you.
MAHALIA
I’m fine.
SALLY
You’re bleeding.
MAHALIA
Just a scratch.
SALLY
Bullshit. Take my hand.
MAHALIA
They need me out here.
SALLY
We need you alive.
Beat. SALLY helps MAHALIA to her feet.
MAHALIA shakes her off.
Boots stomp on the ground. MAHALIA is hit.
MAHALIA
Barely felt it, pigs.
I’m not moving.
SALLY
Mahalia!
Boot stomp the ground. SALLY darts over to
her.
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MAHALIA
Sally, stay back–!
SALLY
I’m afraid I can’t let you do that, Officer.
MAHALIA
Sally, just go, get back inside!
SALLY
You should turn around and leave now, Officer.
MAHALIA
Sally, please!
NATHAN
Olivia, please.
SALLY
Mahalia Soriano lives here.
This building is a public good.
You are not welcome here.
MAHALIA
Sally, no…
SALLY
Sorry. I must not be making myself clear.
I said: “fuck you, pig.”
SALLY throws her body over MAHALIA’s.
Boots stomp the ground. SALLY screams.
Blackout.
NATHAN
Olivia?
Lights back up. MAHALIA is gone. OLIVIA
stands up.
OLIVIA
What is it?
NATHAN
I need to clear this.
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Silence. HAE-WON appears.
HAE-WON
Olivia. WE need this cleared.
ANALYN appears.
ANALYN
Olivia. Please. For the community. Let’s have something nice.
OLIVIA
I can be the winner.
I can sit with the winners.
Or there can be no winners.
I can sit with the winners.
Or there can be no winners.
Silence. OLIVIA steps away.
NATHAN
Thank you.
HAE-WON
This is good.
ANALYN
You’re with us now.
OLIVIA touches her swing for the last time.
Pushes it. It creaks. She laughs. One last touch.
Then she sits by the model.
OLIVIA
“Sally saw many more days in Chinatown. She saw the hotel change owners once, then
twice, then three times. She saw Mahalia lead negotiations with each new landlord, Fai
glaring balefully in the corner, dreaming of going Mao on their asses. She saw the pitiful
excuses for repairs, and the fury of the residents when another promise was broken. She
saw the final change of ownership, as the hotel became a public housing project. She saw
the return of Sun Wah BBQ. She saw generations of Filipino and Chinese and Koreans
and Puerto Ricans and Jamaicans come and go. She saw a young girl reveling in the
creak of the swings outside the door. She would always cherish her Chinatown.”
NATHAN whistles to the rafters. The swings
are slowly raised.
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OLIVIA watches as they slowly disappear from
sight. SUYIN enters and watches the swings
disappear.
NATHAN lifts the hotel off the model. He
replaces it with a luxury apartment building. He
exits.
SUYIN
I hate your new building.
OLIVIA
I don’t live there anymore.
I’m at a hotel.
Not that hotel, obviously.
Couldn’t keep looking at it.
SUYIN
It makes me think about you.
OLIVIA
All right, well I didn’t build it.
SUYIN
Hm.
Hae-Won hasn’t called, I see.
Nor Analyn.
Obviously Nathan hasn’t, I mean how embarrassing.
OLIVIA
How do you know that? Why are you following me, Suyin?
SUYIN
Maybe he’s finally learned how to read, right?
HA.
OLIVIA
Tell me why you will not leave me alone.
SUYIN
…
The Beacon Street Hotel.
OLIVIA
Don’t talk to me about that.
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SUYIN
It was a public good.
OLIVIA
It wasn’t my fault.
SUYIN
Four hundred and twenty-seven pages, your book.
Four hundred and twenty-seven.
All on that hotel.
About what it meant to our community.
OLIVIA
You keep saying “our community.” But who are you?
SUYIN
All that research, all those drafts, and for what? For you to forget it all?
OLIVIA
Who are you?
SUYIN
To say nothing of that protagonist: oh, that Sally Zhou, lovable Sally Zhou, brave Sally
Zhou - the girl who chose her neighborhood over the trappings of economic privilege,
who gave everything she had to save that hotel.
OLIVIA
WHO THE FUCK ARE YOU?
SUYIN
All those press junkets, all those words on the dust jacket about “Asian American
history,” about “community.” It must hurt - to see it dismantled from your penthouse.
OLIVIA
WHO-?!
SUYIN
You could have been brilliant, Olivia.
You really could have been.
And so could this neighborhood.
I remember the day the cops cleared away. The headline I cut out of our newspaper and
hung above my bed: “BEACON STREET HOTEL WILL BECOME PUBLIC
HOUSING.”
I remember how hopeful we felt. For our future.
Alas.
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...
You are the winner.
How about that?
...
We could have built such a community.
Now you’ll never have one.
…
My name is Suyin Zhou.
… @yahoo.com.
I never heard from you after the interview.
…
But I guess I left an impression.
Though I still don’t know why you called me Sally.
Silence.
OLIVIA
What do you want from me, Sal–
What do you want from me, Suyin?
SUYIN
I just wanted to know that you knew.
Enjoy your “community.”
SUYIN exits. The model of the new Chinatown
– a Chinatown for the 21st Century – lights up
in bright, pastel colors. Malls, luxury
apartments, parking lots. Big brand names and
bank logos cover everything. Sleek, modern,
soulless. OLIVIA stands behind the model,
illuminated by its light.
MAHALIA, FAI, BONG-CHA, and GRACE
appear – celebrating. MAHALIA holds up a
newspaper. They circle OLIVIA.
OLIVIA
I am looking out my window and somebody is looking back at me.
MAHALIA
Comrades! “Becaon Street Hotel to Become Public Housing!”
Cheers from the past.
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OLIVIA
I am the future of this neighborhood.
FAI
We are victorious!
GRACE
For now.
BONG-CHA
For now.
OLIVIA
I am the winner.
GRACE
We are united!
OLIVIA
I am the winner and I am looking down at you.
BONG-CHA
We are victorious!
OLIVIA
I am looking down at you and my neck is stuck in place.
I am looking down at you but I want to look you in the eyes.
BONG-CHA
We are students!
FAI
We are workers!
GRACE
We are community!
MAHALIA, FAI, GRACE, and BONG-CHA
raise their glasses.
MAHALIA
We are the future of this neighborhood.
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OLIVIA
I am looking out my windowAnd I am alone.
I am so fucking alone.
BLACKOUT. END OF PLAY.

